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Dorms get laundry rebate
experimental keg policy

By TOM DULAN
ownership of the machines" to
Under two major ad- students in an effort to curb
ministrative policy changes
vandalism, he said, and
resident students should soon
money will be subtracted
be receiving rebates from
from the rebate to cover costs
campus laundry machines,
for vandalism or theft on an
and kegs will soon be allowed
individual dorm basis.
in dorms, experimentally at
Also, a committee has been
least.
formed to test and evaluate
Food Services' vending
optional alcohol policies on
operation will return ap- campus and will experiment
proximately 10 percent of the
with the use of kegs in dormoney collected from dormitory recreation rooms
mitory laundry machines Webb said.
every semester as rebates to
"It's time to develop an
the Inter-Hall Council, acexperimental new policy," he
cording to the director of said, stating that there "have
residence halls.
been a number of requests for
The Council will divide the use of the recreation rooms"
refunded money, which is
as party facilities.
expected to total about $8,ooo
The committee will spend
per semester, among the
the first eight weeks of this
individual residence halls semester setting up guidelines
according topopulation, Mike
for the experimental policy
Webb said.
which will be implemented
The purpose of the rebate is during the last eight weeks, he
to "convey a sense of said.

Student loans drain
emergency funds
By

LYNDA EDWARDS
The Emergency Student Loan Fund began this semester with
$1,322; it now has "about
$100 in its account," according to an
assistant to the Office- of Student Affairs.
"In just two weeks and four days <of January) we've loaned a
minimum of $3,000." Larry Landes said. "That's possible
because students were re-paying loans from last semester But
now we'll have to turn students away. We like to keep some
money m the account in case a student comes in with a real
crisis "
The fund will loan students a maximum of $75 for a variety of
reasons including a car breaking down or a badly needed bank
loan being accidentally delayed.
"We get more loan applications in the first three weeks of a
semester." Landes explained. "Paychecks that don't come until
the end of the month are part of the problem. Students need
money now for tuition, books and rent."
' "Because of the tremendous demand. Student Affiars will
have to be a lot more strict about what is interpreted as an
emergency." Landes said.
The Student Government Association is allotted $1,500 each
(Continued on Page 12)

Two new majors approved
By BRUCE OSBORNE
Proposals for new majors
in international business and
agribusiness management
were approved unanimously
at a meeting of the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies Monday.
These two new majors,
along with a proposal to set up
a group of core requirements
and two concentrations for the
degree in philosophy and
religion and a proposal to add
another course to the school
library media services
program, will
now
be
presented to the University
Council.
The growth of international
commerce necessitates the
new major in international
business,
according
to
Bradley Roof ol the Accounting
and
Finance
Department

The major is a new
educational concept in
Virginia which would be of an
interdisciplinary nature and
would involve practical skills
in international commerce as
well as in foreign language.
Roof said.
The proposed date
of
initiation for this major is
September 1979, and would be
under the Department of
Accounting and Finance.
The new
major in
agribusiness management
should be popular because of
James Madison University's
rural location, according to
Dr. William Hanlon, dean of
the School of Business.
A few objectives of the
agribusiness management
maior are to give students an
understanding
of
the
agribusiness system of the
(Continued on Page 22)

At this semester's end,
James Madison University
President Ronald Carrier will
appoint a committee to design
a permanent new V
policy
Webb added.
*'
The party facility under the
stadium bleachers is ready
now and should be available
for groups and organizations
to requisition, according to
Student
Government
Association President Mike
DeWitt.
In other business, the
(Continued on Page t)
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Faculty Senate passes
adviser recommendations
Responsibility placed

By THERESA BEALE
The Faculty Senate approved a set of academic
advising
recommendations
last Thursday after removing
items from the package which
would have increased faculty
advisers' responsibilities
toward advisees.
The amended set of
recommendations
includes
plans for adviser instruction
sessions, but leaves out
several parts which senate
members opposed
The
advising
recommendations were originally
discussed at last month's
senate meeting when several
faculty members voiced
opposition to items which
shifted the responsibility of
advising from the student to
the adviser.
After reconsidering the proposals, the
Student Relations Committee
dropped items requesting
advisers to contact students
failing at midterm and to send
advisees notices for advising
appointments.
However,
a
proposal
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stating
that
student
registration materials should
be sent to faculty advisers was
also disputed by senate
members. Dr. Beverly Silver,
biology professor, said the
faculty should not be sent
registration materials
because it would be "taking
responsibility away from the
students." Dr. Silver's motion
to drop the proposal was
carried by the senate.
An item requiring advisers
to be responsible for signing
advisees programs cards,
change of course application
forms and applications for
graduation forms was also
voted upon and dropped from
the
advising
recommendations.
The senate
members agreed the student
should be responsible for
getting his program card
signed by his adviser.
In other business. Dr.
Vernon Mechtensimer encouraged senate members to
support President Ronald
Carrier's priorities before the

General Assembly this year.
Mechtensimer, chairman of
the Ad Hoc Committee on
Legislation, said Carrier's top
priorities will be increasing
faculty salaries, funding new
positions and making additional purchases of new
equipment. He moved that
the Faculty Senate support
Carrier's priorities, that
senate members send letters
to state representatives to
solicit support of the priorities
and that interested senate
members contact state
representatives in their home
offices to gain support of the
priorities. The senate carried
all the motions.
Carrier has acquired
planning money in the
fovernor's budget for a new
brary on campus, according
to Mechtensimer.
The
university budget was cut by
eight percent, he said, but
added that this figure was half
of Governor Godwin's 17
percent reduction in the state
education budget.

Orienteering challenging
mentally and physically
By THERESA BEALE
Running along the edge of a wooded marsh in Sweden, MSG
Robert Smith was keeping a constant account of the marked
course on the map he held in his hand. Suddenly he ran straight
into a bull moose standing in the marsh. Smith dropped his map
and both man and beast took off in opposite directions through
the woods.
"I was the most startled I'd ever been" in an orienteering
meet: Smith said of the sport he describes as cross-country
running with a map and compass. "I lost both my map and my
composure"
Smith, principal drill insfcuctorfor the ROTC program here, is
ranked fifth in the nation by the United States Orienteering
Federation He began orienteering in 1971 while he was in the
Army's special forces and has been on the All-Army team ever
since.
As an avid runner who once set a world record by running
across Panama from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific in seven
hours and 45 minutes, Smith said he was attracted to orienteering
because it presents a "mental as well as physical challenge."
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Parking proposal
contains defects
The lack of parking spaces, and the inaccessibility of many of
those which do exist, has been a major issue on this campus for
several years.
■
The tremendous expansion which the university has undergone
has resulted in parking facilities being inadequate for university
needs Although the most recent illustration of this has been the
necessity of designating special spaces in X lot for commuter
students, the parking issue is one which conerns not only commuters, but also residents, faculty and staff.
Recognizing the necessity of long range planning to coordinate
university growth with the availability of parking facilities.
President Ronald Carrier has presented a comprehensive
parking plan to the Commission on Planning and Development.
Such a plan is essential if a critical lack of parking spaces is to
be avoided in the future. The particular proposal by Carrier,
though, contains several severe defects.
The main feature of the Carrier plan is the elimination of
parking in Harrison and Johnston Lots and along Alumni Drive.
Additional parking lots will either be constructed or expanded to
add 600 spaces. Included in the additional parking will be a joint
James Madison University-Rockingham Memorial Hospital lot
on Grace Street, just north of the Duke Fine Arts Building, and a
parking facility on the athletic fields below the Wine-Price
Building.
.
, , .,_,.
Upon completion of the School of Education building, a parking
lot is also planned across Main Street, in addition to a lot proposed
between Bluestone Drive and the eastern side of Godwin Hall.
The plans appear oriented too much toward needless construction that may increase the availability of parking spaces but
generally make them less accessible than those now available.
Harrison and Johnston Lots and the parking along Alumni
Drive should not be eliminated. These areas provide convenient
parking for the students, faculty and staff who live or work on
front campus. These lots are inconspicuous now and their
abolition would not measurably enhance the appearance of front
campus,
j ,_ .. ~
Construction of lots below Wine-Price and beside Godwin,
however, would considerably reduce the amount of "green area"
in that part of the campus. Perhaps one of these lots could be
eliminated from the proposal, and down campus prevented from
becoming a field of asphalt, if parking in Harrison and Johnston
lots, and along Alumni Drive, were retained. This would also
save money.
Abolition of those lots on front campus would require persons
to walk great distances to reach their buildings. The recent unfavorable weather conditions have demonstrated the undesirability of that.
The proposal for shuttle buses to serve the new lots is innovative but probably unworkable. Many students continue to
walk to and from the remote X Lot despite the shuttle service now
provided. The investment in the shuttle buses could be avoided if
front campus parking were continued.
The accent of a parking plan should be not only increasing the
number of parking spaces but also making them more convenient, or at least not inconvenient. The Carrier proposal does
not meet the latter requirement.
The proposed parking regulations are uneven. The suggestion
that the first offense be waived upon personal appeal would only
encourage parking violations, yet the same plan calls for a loss of
campus parking privileges upon the fifth offense, with the same
fine for the second, third and fourth offenses. Beginning with a
system of geometrically graduated fines might be more of a
deterrent.
Other portions of the Carrier plan, however, are suitable. The
joint JMU-RMH lot is one which we have long advocated and a
parking lot across Main Street would be especially convenient
without being unsightly.
Ranking parking fees according to the distance of the lot from
campus, designating special parking areas for students and
faculty members with night classes, and an increase in the
number of visitor and handicapped parking spaces are also
necessary items in a comprehensive parking plan.
It is heartening that the administration has recognized the
parking problem and has taken steps to solve it. With' certain
significant changes, the parking plan Carrier has submitted will
hopefully prevent
parking problems at JMU .
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Snow: you can't even smoke it
By KENT BOOTY
I am being perfectly honest when I say that I
really like snow.
I have always delighted in watching how
those tiny, intricately-formed snowflakes
descend to the earth, how idyllic they make the
landscape appear and how enough of it occasionally gives us an unscheduled holiday.
But let's face it-enough is enough.
I am growing just a little weary of those twofoot high drifts that I daily have to walk
around, over and through. I am also quite tired
of looking out over a landscape as barren as an
Ingmar Bergman set. I am rapidly getting wet
boots, a runny nose and increasing impatient.
Certainly I am not prepared for such an

'my life transformed
into that of
Nanook of the North'
indefinite period of snowfall. In less than a
fortnight, my life has been transformed from
that of a Virginia gentleman to Nanook of the
North. I can recall with bitterness how I
snickered at those first weather reports that
warned of impending snow and icy conditions.
A blizzard as far down as Virginia-forget it, I
had told myself.
Perhaps it is the amount and duration of this
snow that is most distressing to the snowshocked student. I much prefer my snow-like
castor oil-in small doses. My aesthetic appetite is usually satisfied after it has snowed
two to four inches.

There should
always be just enough
snow for a few snowballs aimed at friends, an
oversized snowman and a half hour or so of
sledding-and nothing more.
Snow is good for little after the initial mirth
and outdoor gaiety it produces. This stuff that
appeared so picturesque as it fell to the earth
and covered the ground, is now formed into
sightless piles of gray slush at every bend in
the road.
You can't eat it, drink it, smoke it or satisfy
any other needs with it. Some people talk
about snow as if it were a relief-causing elixir
or wonderfully intoxicating narcotic. The
truth is, we become bored with it after our first
close encounter with this snowy kind.
Snow is definitely not good for driving in-I
would rather roller skate in a buffalo herd than
drive in the snow. The lonely driver must dig
himself out of a monstrous snow drift, wrap
chains around his tires and drive in low gear to
hope to avoid a 47-car smashup on Route 11.
We in the Old Dominion simply don't get
enough of the white stuff to be proficient in
driving in it.
Prolonged periods of snowfall (to meanything over 45 minutes) do amazing things
to the human psyche. They make me long for
the good old days of last summer, when it was
103 degrees and beads of perspiration ran down
my face.
In those innocent days I thought there was
nothing worse than the oppressive heat and
humidity I had to endure. How wrong I was. I
would gladly exchange three days of this
weather for five minutes of my carefree, snowless past.
It is at times like these that I marvel at how
residents of Buffalo, New York can maintain
their sanity throughout an entire season of this.
(Continued on Page 12)

The right angle:

Appointees: why not the best?
By BILL BORGES
Jimmy Carter has a
remarkable propensity for
antagonizing just about
anybody and everybody.
George Meany and his cronies
in the AFL-CIO cry "foul"
while black special interest
groups prod in vain. Now it is
the conservative element
which howls with rage in
expressing displeasure with
Jimmy-boy's administration
and rightly so.
John Froines is the latest
leftist radical to receive a
high-level appointment in the
Carter Administration.
Froines is Carter's choice to
head the Occupational Safety
and Health Administrations
Office of Toxic Substances.
What might you guess are
Froines'- qualifications? He
was a member of the faY-l'eff
Chicago Seven (Rennie Davis

and company), the group that
organized
demonstrations to disrupt the 1968
Democratic National Convention in Chicago. He was
also a member of the People's
Coalition for Peace and
Justice-an ersatz peace group
that in the late '60s spent most
of its time spreading hateAmerica propaganda.
Unfortunately that is not
all. Froines was a sponsor of
the National United Committee to Free Angela Davis
and All Political Prisoners.
Angela Davis is a self-a vowed
Communist and was implicated in the shooting death
of a California judge. The FBI
has said the "Committee"
was a Communist front.
Finally. Froines was a
"delegate" to the National
Anti-Wa,r, Unity, Conference in
1973. Jane Fonda and Tom
Hayden (of SDS fame)

organized this conference to
trumpet Hanoi's cause.
Is this the type of individual
that we want to represent our
interests in Washington? I, for
one, answer emphatically in
the negative. Carter must
think that Froines is a really
swell guy. The salary of this
federal job is a cool $36,000-ayear. At least the President is
being consistent.
x
Sam Brown, who organized
Moratorium Day
in
1970, and who recently praised
the Communist rulers in
Vietnam and Cambodia, is
Carter's man at Action. Action is the federal umbrella
volunteer agency
It is inconceivable how the
President could surround
himself with such a detestable
and motley crew. But to quote
a • well-known "' politician.
"Why not the best?"

•
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Readers' forum
Parking lots deplorable
To the editor:
This is a copy of a letter
sent to President Ronald
Carrier concerning the conditions of the parking lots,
mainly X lot:
I would like to bring your
attention to the deplorable
conditions of the parking lots
with regard to snow removal.
I understand that James
Madison University does not
have the equipment to handle
blizzards, but when
they
have 24 hours to remove the
snow to get ready for cars
coming on campus, you
cannot possibly be lacking
that much equipment.
The idea of waiting till
midday Monday to make an
attempt to clear X lot, which
by that time was strewn all
over with cars which made it
virtually impossible to plow is
ridiculous, especially when all
day Sunday was available to
clear the lots.
I am sure you are better
acquainted with the figures
pertaining to the number of
commuter students to JMU.
With the increase in commuter students over the past
few years, parking spaces for
commuters need to be accessible, not just existing
under a foot of snow.
As I am a commuter
student who mustoommute «*
rll

■

i

miles one way, it is very
distressing after driving that
distance to find that the
parking lots have not even
been plowed. So far this week,
I have had to shovel my own
parking space. With the
prediction of more snow on the
way, the condition is going to
get much worse before it gets
any better.
Now, the argument can be
raised that if X lot is plowed,
maintenance will be forced to
block in a lot of on-campus
student cars. Then, why not
use tractors with buckets that
can move the snow around to
the least harmful spot instead

of pushing a three-foot pile of
snow behing every car?
I sincerely hope that these
problems can be resolved.
Even the clearing of walkways was done in a manner
that a five-year old could
have done better. Even
stairways to some buildings
were covered with snow and
ice at 11 a.m. Jan. 18, a full 12
hours after it had stopped
snowing.
With the predictions of
more snow this weekend, I
sincerely hope something can
be done to remedy these
problems.
Daniel F. Fraser

UPB not competing
with basketball
To the editor:
I would like to reply to
Coach Lou Campanelli's
comments regarding the
"competition " between the
basketball game and "Gone
With The Wind" last Wednesday night.
I hope to
correct some misimpressions
that the coach has about the
University Program Board
(the UPB, not theCPB as he
calls it).
The UPB does not mean to
"compete"
with
the
basketball program. "Gone
With The Wind" was
originally scheduled for late
March 1978, but Films Incorporated (the distributor)
could only arrange for us to

Curriculum group seeks ideas
To the editor:
The Curriculum and New
Programs Subcommittee of
the President's Role and
Scope Committee (established
to submit James Madison
University's six year misson
statement to the State Council
for Higher Education) has
been charged with the formulation of creative curricula
and development of new
programs looking toward the
year 1985

The purpose of the subcommittee is to identify the;
n.V .|

future needs of society and
students and to suggest
programs to satisfy these
needs.
The subcommittee would
like to have student input and
have students contribute in
writing any ideas about Innovative Curriculum and
new programs that could be a
part of the JMU curriculum.
Any student who is interested should write P.O. Box
M-41, contact Dr. R.E. Kribel
of the physics department
(subcommittee, ghairman) or.
the (jeans,ofi thfij* respective.
'I'K

. . .

"P

schools tor ideas they have
subconcerning
the
committee's work.
Dr. Ronald Carrier has
asked the Role and Scope
Committee not to limit itself to
traditional approaches but to
take a "blue sky attitude"
toward developing new ideas.
Any student who is interested
should send his or her reply to
any of the above people by 12
noon Feb. 1.
Douglas J. Wessen
Member of the Subcommittee
on Innovative Curriculum and,
NJew programs

get the film on the date that
we played it. In addition,
Wilson Hall was not available
any other night that week.
The UPB does not schedule
movies "weeks in advance"
asCampanelli suggests. This
semester's movies have been
on the books since October
1977 and before. In addition,
the UPB attempted to get an
advance copy of the 1978
Dukes' schedule, but was
unable to obtain it before
some of the movies were
already scheduled.
Whenever possible, the
UPB tries to schedule around
the basketball games. The
second show for both "The
Creature From the Black
Lagoon" and "The Macon
County Line" will be later
than usual in order not to
conflict with home games.
As a student, I can't see
why Coach Campanelli thinks
that Dukes Basketball shouid
hold a monopoly on a student's
life. He should let each person
decide whether they want to
see a movie, go to a game, a
dance, or any other activity.
The entire world does not stop
for a James Madison
University basketball gamealthough Campanelli would
like to think so.
As Rhett Butler might be
tempted to say, "Frankly my
dear coach, some of us really
don't give a damn.'
David imre
, 1UUM1

i
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'Empty Cradle
on sanity's edge
By

"KArve done my job as director, you should know if she's

S

^he^she-?risnTarniny Cramer, a "thirtyish" young woman
going through a severe state of depression and the speaker is
Deborah Semple. writer and director of "The Empty Cradle",
which openel Wednesday night in Wampler Experimental
Theatre and will continue through Saturday.
The play, in flashback form, outlines Tammy's precarious
balance on the edge of sanity and the people around her who push
her one way or the other.
These include her husband. Harry whos,e4Ifm*'^JLJX
become a business executive, despite the fact that he doesn t
have it in him"; her neighbors, who eavesdrop through the
floorboards; and her husband's boss, who attempts to seduce her
The action should "gun and then ebb away," Semple said, and
the play's ending should "leave you hanging, wanting more.
"The Empty Cradle" examines marital relationships and
friendships that fall apart.
i
The title's significance comes from Taminy's pregnancy arid
subsequent miscarriage during the course£theptay.
^
Semple, a senior communication arts major, first got tne i«a
for "The Empty Cradle" two years ago and wrote the scenario.
She developedI theidea into a full-length play last year ma
P^ywritingdass. and later condensed it to fit better into the

REHEARSING A SCENE from "The Empty
Cradle." which opened Wednesday in Wampler Experimental Theatre are Trip Payne,

left, and Karen Marcus, right The play,
written and directed by senior Deborah
Semple. continues through Saturday night.
Photo by Kothy Stoy

Book review:

License spoils * Shad Treatment'

"S^S?iro^^prX'ed and acted in "The Curse of the
Bridi," a rad?o^dramPa presented on WMRA last year. Semple
Anjrrihes herself as "a compulsive writer.
Xau«
thl actors are doing things fairly much as 1^
envSd/' Semple said she has had fewer Problems than anticipated in making the transition from writer to director
Kg "gut instinct and knowing what looks and sounds right
is cart of her directing technique. So is "working a long time on
Ke iTttie things, the details', before bringing it all together to
make for a tight, concise play, she said.
Cast memoers of "The Empty Cradle" are: Karen Marcus as
Taminv Cramer. Trip Payne (Harry Cramer), Steve Sh ve y (Dr.
F^rnan. Doreen Mur/ay (SaraS Kayhill). Kim Elhs <Nurse
Baum). Trina Koon and Pam Amos (alternating as Ada KayhillK
Curtis Hanson (Mr. Prince). Warner Crocker (Jonesy) and Mary
^Sle^lso6 designed the costumes Robert Hickman b
assbtant director. Warner Crocker is lighting director and Ken
^"The Empty Cradle" continues through Saturday in Wampler
Experimental Theatre at 8 p.m.
^____

By DWAYNE YANCEY
"The Shad Treatment," by
Garrett Epps. G.P. Putnam's
Sons. 444 pages. $9.95.
When Henry Howell made a
campaign appearance at
James Madison University
last fall, he was asked about a
certain action by thenGovernor Milk Godwin, the
man who had defeated Howell
four years earlier.
The candidate replied that
he did not agree with the
governor's move "but then
Miles Godwin and I don't
agree on a lot'of things."
Many in the Audience did
not catch Howell's reference
to Godwin as "Miles" instead
of "Mills." Those that did
thought it was simply some of
Howell's irrepressible, and
occasionally derisive campaign humor.

The joke, however, was a
grandly esoteric reference to
"The Shad Treatment," a
novel by Garrett Epps of
Richmond which takes as its
starting point the 1973
gubernatorial contest between
Howell and Godwin.
Epps keeps the characters
virtually intact, merely
changing the names-Godwin
becomes Miles Brock, Howell
becomes Thomas Jefferson
Shadwell. There is frequent
mention of a
deceased
senator, referred to only as
"the Apple-Farmer," who ran
a conservative political
machine for half a century in
Virginia and his son and
successor in the Senate who b
called simply "Junior."
Other politicians who
appear, under different
names, include Linwood

Holton, Col. Francis Pickens
Miller, William Spong,
William Battle, the late
Sargeant Reynolds, and other
minor figures.
Although the political facts
are repeated almost exactly,
at least in the beginning, Epps
does straighten up Virginia
history a bit to make it more
realistic.
This is almost
necessary for Virginia politics
of the past decade have
become so bizarre at times
that Shakespeare's warning
that "if thb were played upon
a stage it would be condemned
as improbable fiction" has
been dangerously true.
Those unfamiliar with
Virginia politics may find the
?)litical setting in "The Shad
reatment" to be visibly
contrived.
Others will
(Continued on Page 5)

Linda can't be bought, instead given away
.
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nearly became a "municipal landmark."
t GETTING LINDA FREE is John Rutledge.
right is record salesman Paul Ipock.
left. He was the winner of the Linda Ronstadt
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Calling it a municipal
landmark may be a slight
exaggeration, but a certain
Linda Ronstadt poster at a
local record store has been
Sitting a lot of attention
tely.
The poster garnered so
much attention, in fact, that
the store gave it away.
Perhaps an explanation is
in order.
A few months ago, Blue
Mountain Records received a
promotional poster for Linda
Ronstadt's "Simple Dreams"
album.
Mounted on heavy
styroboard and in full color.
the three foot by four foot
poster showed a close-up of
Miss Ronstadt in the seductive-yet-innocent attitude
which has become her visual
trademark.
"It's one of the best I've
seen." said record salesman
Paul look, "not just because
she's beautiful, but because
it's a really high quality
poster."
Obviously, a lot of other
people thought so , too. About
50 customers eventually asked
for the poster, with offers
going as high as $35 before the
store decided to give it away
as a contest prize.- After the
i -i i , i rdiu < 'int
,'■>-
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firct half
h<>tu;*»pr
first
half nf
of tho
the uxwilr
week, between
three and four hundred entry
blanks were filling the
traditional goldfish bowl.
One reason for the Ronstadt poster mania could be
the fact that the item-inquest ion b only available
from the record company and,
quite literally, cannot be
bought in any store. Such
promotional materials are
sent to bona-fide dealers for
the price of shipping alone,
but usually cannot be purchased by private individuals.
The contest idea received
so favorable a reaction that
the store will be giving away
two more of their most
popular items in the next two
weeks. This week's prize is
the poster for Lynyrd
Skynyrd's "Street Survivors.", notable because it
advertises the original cover
of that album. (When several
members of Lynyrd Skynyrd
were killed in an airplane
crash, the record company
decided to replace the photo
showing
the
members
surrounded by fire with a less
offensive cover-making this
week's giveaway a genuine
collector's item.)
The following week's prize
._,,| (Continued on Page 5) ,,.i
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1977 produced more than just punk rock
Noteworthy for endeavors more longterm than Johnny Rotten

By STEVE SNYDER
Before 1978 gets too old,
let's look at 1977 and some of
the enjoyable, occasionally
incredible music that bombarded us from all directions.
Despite the regrettable fact
that many will remember 1977
as the year that punk rock
gained national prominence,
the year was noteworthy for
many other musical endeavors, hopefully more longterm than Johnny Rotten and
company.
Scoring an unchallenged 10
on any music critic's ricnter
scale are Weather Report and
Little Feat.
Weather
Report's
keyboardistvocalist Joe Zawinul once
predicted in a "Downbeat"
interview that someday he
would write the "best song in
the world."
With the release of "Birdland." an instrumental
single from Weather Report's
"Heavy Weather" album,
Zawinul may have realized his
goal.
Combining an infectious, toe-tapping disco
beat with the familiar avantegarde explorations of the
group, Zawinul produced a hit
single that was equally accessible to lovers of rock, jazz
and disco.
Despite "Birdland's" huge
commercial success, the
music was totally uncompromising, as Zawinul
miraculously used commercial overtones to enhance
the song's quality rather than
detract from it.
Little
Feat
finally
displayed their enormous
potential with the eclectic
album. "Time Loves a Hero,"
an incredibly undefinable
myriad of musical styles, that
buried the band's cultish,
southern-boogie status.
Exhibiting exciting musical
originality, "Time Loves a
Hero" emphasized the group's
shifting focal point, from
guitarist Lowell George to
keyboardist Bill Payne and
guitarist Paul Barrere.
Elsewhere in the jazz
world, vocalist Al Jarreau
gets the nod for best live
album, a double-record set
from Europe. "Look to the
Rainbow."
A scat-singing
crooner who realizes the full
potential of the voice as a
musical instrument, Jarreau
also showcases his composing
talents on this album.
Long time jazz kingpin
Herbie Hancock, further
digressed into the land of
disco shuck with one of the
year's worst albums,
"Secrets," then did an abrupt
about face by uniting with

Ronstadt is
given away
(Continued from Page 4)
will be a stand-up Steve
Martin display advertising the
comedian's "Let's Get Small"
album. According to Ipok, the
contests will go on every
week, "depending on what we
have and what we get in."
Still, it is the Ronstadt
poster that will be missed the
most, both by regular
customers of the store and by
Ipok himself.
"I'm really going to miss
looking at her." Paul sighs.
"-and ft Is-ehsy
1 f fb'-beMftd
, he

snni'iu
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Tony Williams, Ron Carter,
Wayne Shorter and Freddie
Hubbardto form the VSOP
Quintet.
The
group
performed
together for only a month, but
left in its wake, "The VSOP
Quintet Live." a delectable, 2record set of mainstream
jazz.
Chick Corea and Stanley
Clarke successfully reformed
Return to Forever with horns
and female vocalist Gayle

CATFISH HODGE, a blues
and boogie guitarist who has
developed a cult following
along the East Coast, con-

Epps''!

Moran. while drummer Lenny
White joined Brian Auger's
Oblivion
Express,
and
guitarist Al Dimeola continued to dazzle critics with
his guitar pyrotechnics on his
second solo album,
"The
Elegant Gypsy".
Heavies such as Billy
Cobham, George Duke, Tom
Scott, and Alphonso Johnson
formed temporary alliances,
overflowing the market with
various incarnations of the

centrates on a solo during a
recent
engagement
at
Harrisonburg's Elbow Room.
Photo by D«vt Garland

with (wince) Cher.
jazz rock-funk-disco synThe Band finally called it
drome, while guitarist George
quits, but by the end of the
Benson continued to sucyear both drummer Levon
cessfully straddle the tight
Helm and bassist Rick Danko
rope between commerciality
had
assembled bands,
and artistry with "In Flight,"
recorded solo albums and
the follow-up album to the
started to tour on their own
highly-successful "Breezin'."
with some encouraging
The Crusaders lost longreviews.
time trombonist Wayne
The Crosby, Stills, Nash
Henderson, but re-vamped
and Young conglomeration
their sound to produce the
graced '77 with three excellent
appealing,
barelycommercial "Free As the albums, two by Young (a
triple-record best of and a
Wind," and saxophonist John
record
of
new
Klemmer emerged from single
material), and a refreshing
relative obscurity to blow
mellow, laid-back jazz, devoid comeback effort from Crosby
Stills and Nash.
of frills.
Soul music continued to
Country-rock prospered
with continued excellence expand into cosmic regions,
from the Marshall Tucker through the funked out eccentricities of the George
Band, Linda Rondstadt,
Clinton-P.»rliamentBonnie Raitt, Charlie Daniels,
Jimmy Buffett, and especially Funkadelic-Bootsy's Rubber
Jackson Browne, who tingled Band amalgamation. Earth,
Wind and Fire maintained as
spines with the
autobiographical .'The Preten- one of the biggest box-office
der," then cut loose with his draws, but their latest album
long-awaited live album "All'n All," another instant
million-seller, drew whispers
"Runnin' on Empty."
Mickey Thomas, drummer- from the critics that their
vocalist for the Elvin Bishop sound had become a bit too
and
their
Group, capitalized on the predictable
commercial success of production a bit too slick.
Nevertheless, both EWF
"Fooled Around and Fell in
the
Parliament
Love" to launch a solo career and
with a decent rock 'n'roll congregation brought visual
album, "As Long As You Love elements to their stage shows
that left their audiences
Me."
The Eagles scored heavily disbelieving their eyes.
Other notables included
with one of the year's most
popular albums, "Hotel Natalie Cole, "who seems
California," but recently lost primed to follow her father's
bassist-vocalist
Randy footsteps to superstardom;
Meisner, replacing him with the Commodores, Teddy
Poco alumnus Tim Schmit. Pendergrass, who cast off the
Sea Level arose from the yolk of Harold Melvin and the
ashes of the Allman Brothers Blue Notes to record a solid
Band with an exceptional first solo effort and Deniece
album of jazzy instrumentals Williams, a discovery of
and country-fried vocals, EWF's Maurice White.
Ben E. King and the
while Dickie Belts broke no
new ground with his new Average White Band united
band. Great Southern, and briefly for a solid album and
Gregg Allman did an album
(Continued on Page 9)

Treatment' a failure

struggles of Mac Evans,
committed to keeping the
(Continued from Page 4)
detours through scenes and
book
historically
accurate.
recognize it as being very
characters
immaterial to
Epps'
attempt
to
study
close to truth and smile at how
both the eventual outcome of
obsession
with
power
could
be
ludicrous Virginia politics
the story and which certainly
vividly told either by showing
sometimes are.
have no relationship to the
the
1973
campaign
verbatim
In a questionable emcampaign.
or by creating an entirely new
ployment of literary license,
In addition to these expolitical
background
with
the
author makes Col.
traneous subplots, Epps
which
to
work.
Francis Pickens Miller the
becomes mired for several
By cross-breeding history
father of the Reynolds family.
chapters in Evans family
with
patent
fiction,
the
story
This arrangement allows
history, basing it on Miller
becomes muddled and the
Epps to tell the story from the
and Reynolds but burdening it
reader
knowledgeablewith
viewpoint of a patrician
with
hopeless fiction. It is
Virginia
history
is
confused
liberal whose father was
here
that the Virginian
and
disappointed.
defeated by the Byrd machine
realizes, despite the obvious
Epps
does
not
confine
the
and
whose
brother's
identities
of Brock and
fiction to the characters he
illustrious
career
was
Shadwell, that "The
Shad
has
created;
he
applies
it
to
tragically ended by cancer.
Treatment" will have only
some
of
the
essential
parts
of
, This Miller son-Reynolds
loose ties with what actually
the history as well, most
brother, in the book one Mac
occured In 1973.
notably
in
the
Miller-Reynolds
Evans, seeks his revenge,
JBy the time the story
merger and its resulting
which is never fully explained,
returns
to the campaign, the
consequences.
by working as a key aide in the
book
is
nearly over. It is
There is no reason, save
Shadwell (Howell) campaign.
unclee
whether
Epps wants
perhaps inability to create his
Here is where the story
to
emphasize
the
governor's
own literary world, for the
commences to go awry, and
race or Mac Evans' personal
badly.
author to base his fiction in
problems. In the end, he fails
Virginia history if he does not
As strictly a replay of the
to do either. The story plods
intend to follow it exactly.
1973 election under fictitious,
along
directionless. There is
The non-Virginian cannot
names, the book would cerno
climax,
no resolution,
tainly be dramatic and inappreciate the esoterics
barely a theme and even that
triguing enough. The nonanyway, and the Virginian is
lacks impact
Virginian could read it as an
distracted by recognition of
It is as if Epps began the
his own politics, not quite
interesting piece of fiction, the
book
to replay 1973 under
comprehending why Epps
Virginian would be fascinated
different names, then decided
perverts them.
by the characters he would
a "political novel" had no
identify.
As soon as Epps orients the
"literary merit." Veering off
reader to the political battle,
The initial recognition of
to
make politics but a satellite
he pushes aside the thinlythe Miller-Reynolds comto a "serious" theme, 'The
bi a
is
,disguise^.governor's
race
, '} ^?'. .disjGorafqrtipB. tq
Shad Treatment''.-results-Ml the .,4^^euJMj^a.J«t
Jte. yjainiaa.and the. Jfcst.. ..and,. concentrating on...the
signal that the author is not
unexplained
internal
ooli^i novel, a la Fteteher

Knebel, or a valuable piece of
literature.
His own sense of creativity
spoils what was originally a
good idea.
The non-political
digressions are pointless, and
the politics are dismissed
without much enthusiasm. It
is as if the book were composed of two unrelated subplots, without any connecting
material.
Unable to concentrate on one or the other,
Epps does neither. Unable to
relate them to each other, he
merely alternates between the
two hoping that including
them in the same book will be
sufficient to unite them.
"The Shad Treatment" is,
sadly, a poorly-written and
conceived book and is sorely
overrated.
Epps' style does show
promise even if his content
does not. Considering that
"The Shad Treatment" is his
first book, his future works
will merit some attention.
Perhaps if Epps wishes to
write a strictly
political
novel, he might try basing it
on the 1977 Virginia gubernatorial election.
Thomas
Jefferson Shadwell and Miles
Brock could once more enjoy
prominent places as would a
»few •••new .characters, . for
.example, Joe.Quebec,.Chuck
Steele. John Walton...
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Dorms get laundry rebates, keg policy
(Continued from Page 1)
bronze bust of James Madison
that was sculpted by Dr.
Kenneth Beer of the art
department failed to meet the
approval of the State Art
Commission and consequently
may not be displayed on any
permanent site on compus,
according to Doug Wessen,
SGA second vice-president.
The sculpture was considered "too modern,"
Wessen said, but can be
placed at temporary locations
on campus. Anyone with an
idea on where to place the
$3,000 sculpture should contact Wessen at the SGA office,
he said.
The SGA and the Alumnae
Association may attempt to

organize a co-op to cover
utility bills left unpaid by
students, in return for which
students would not be
required to pay security
deposits on utilities, Dewitt
said.
Under the plan, which is
used at the University of
Virginia, commuter students
could join the co-op for a $5-$10
membership fee. Though this
fee would be non-refundable,
it would preclude payment of
a security deposit.
If a student should fail to
pay his bill, the co-op would
pay the utility company and
then "track down" the
student.
The co-op could
ensure payment by the
student by having the
student's records held, for
example, DeWitt said.

In other SGA action, an
evaluation
questionnaire
concerning campus health
services has been developed
and will soon be distributed
among the student body, said
Darrell Pile, SGA treasurer.
The questionnaire will ask
students to evaluate health
care at the campus infirmary
and to make any pertinent
suggestions, Pile said.
The establishment of a
campus
chapel
room
"depends on student in-

terest." Pile said, noting that
he has received "about 20
letters, one with about 50
signatures" in favor of such acampus facility.
A "chapel foundation fund"
of more than $9,000 currently
exists; Pile said. If such a
facility were established, he
said, it would "probably be
more of a meditation room"
where church services would
not necessarily be held.
The resignations of SGA
senators Jim Tapley, Alicia

Munger and Diana Schmidt
were announced at Tuesday's
meeting, raising to five the
number of senators who have
resigned this year.
Schmidt, who represented
Cleveland dorm, moved offcampus, Munger did not
return to school this semester
and Tapley resigned for
personal reasons.

EMM XSTWMMMMBMM

TIME TO FOCUS ON
ACADEMICS

It's One Great Surprise After Another!

f Educational Skills Development Lab
2nd Floor Alumnae

0

OFFERS AID IN:
Taking Lecture Notes
Memorizing
Understanding Textbooks
Preparing arneJ Taking Exams
Budgeting Time
Concentrating f
Also additional help in almost all
subject areas, and programs for •}
improving basic academic skills
NEW STUDY
i SKILLS GROUPS TO BEGIN SOON
For more information, call 6552, or
stop by the Educational Skills Devel
opment Lab, 2ndfloor Alumnae.
Lab is open from 9-5 daily.
Additional help from l-3pm daily.
A service of the Counseling
and Student Development Center. ^

Priced from $3809. .. .

Runs on Regular Gas

Front Wheel Drive

IV

m

urn®

Authorized VOLKSWAGEN Dealer

ROUTE 11 SOUTH. STAUNTON
N.C. Dlr, 1570
Phone 886 2357 or 942-7S10 Open Daily I to 8; Saturday 8 to 4

s^a^/y^
GREENE'S

S

UT H
M°fl | N

LAUNDRY

STUDENTS GET YOUR

At Bonanza wrVr get for free what the
otlieis mahr you pay for. Uhe al the soup
and salad you can eat at no «tn charge.
Z Sour cream, bacos, and (rations at no extra
/ change. And free drink refUs on soft drifo,
tea, and coffee. Try us and youl see why
C; at Bonanza we want you to come hungry

5

LAUNDRY
WASHED FOR YOU!
UP TO 3 LOADS
WASHED DRIED AND FOLDED FOR ONLY

$2.50
plus machine, detergent,dryer

<

N fltd CMItf NCR

\ Go
/

Dukes

Bonanza

8M £ Market $t

-

* Harrlft»nbuT$

Beat

vcu

coin costs.

ONLY MOM CAN DO A
BETTER. JOB!!
>J***JS.
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Photo by Wayne Pirtiow

$Fire damages dorm room

Pholo by Bob L»vtro«

By TAMI RICHARDSON
A fire in a Garber Hall
room Monday afternoon was
apparently started by a
malfunctioning clock-radio.
No injuries were involved, but
there was an estimated $1,200$1,300 in damages to school
property.
Although the school's
damages are covered by insurance, neither,of the two
students living in the room are
insured for their personal
belongings.
Butch Robinson and Tim

McCollum, both freshmen,
were not in their room when
the fire started. Robinson was
returning from a 3 p.m. class
when he noticed fire trucks
and people around the dorm
but he "didn't know what was
going on" until he realized the
fire was in his room.
McCollum was at track
practice and had to be told
about the fire by two people
before he believed them,
Robinson said.
Campus police reported the
fire to the Harrisonburg fire

station at 3:44 p.m. and the
trucks began to arrive at 3:48,
according to Ernest Shifflett,
assistant fire chief.
Snow on the roads and
parking lot caused some
problem getting the trucks
into the fire, Shifflett said.
Two
fire
companies
responded to the call since the
school is considered a commerical establishment, according to Jim Werner,
assistant fire chief.
The fire started at about
3:26, Werner said, explaining

.*. . -

.'••.*.

that the digital clock on the
clock-radio had stopped at
that time. No one was in the
suite though, so the alarm was
not pulled until someone down
the hall smelted smoke.
William Wilberger, of
campus police, said there is
"no way at this point" to say
what definitely caused .the
fire, although he "leans
toward" the clock-radio. The
fire is still being investigated,
he said.
Apparently, Werner said,
the fire spread from the clock-

radio to notebooks and the
telephone on the desk, and
then onto the bed.
Both beds were burning
when firemen arrived and the
smouldering mattresses had
to be tossed out onto the snow
from the second floor Csection window. The ceiling
had to be torn open to check
that there was no "extension"
of the fire to the third floor.
"Minimal" smoke damage
was also done to the suite and
hallway, Wilberger said.
(Continued on Page 10)
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CAREER PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT
OFFICE INTERVIEWS
FOR JANUARY 1978.

by Bill Hechin & Brant Parker

CROCK
FlMISH THE 0&=>TAGI-^

All interviews will be
held in the Placement
Office's
Interview
Center unless otherwise
stated.
Jan. 27-Chesapeake
City Schools, Prince
William County Schools
Jan 31--U.S. Navy
i campus center)

Jaycee dance
Harrisonburg Jaycees are
sponsoring a dance at
Massanutten Village on Jan.
28, from 9 ami p.m., to
benefit George Homan and
handicapped people in the
Harrisonburg area. $5 per
couple and $3 single. Beer and
fooa will b sold. The band is
"Ivy." There will also be a
skiing race on Sunday with the
qualifying race on Saturday.
For more information, contact
James Hughs at 433-9524.

Announcements
Chrysalis entries

Film of England

Student submissions for the
spring issue of Chrysalis will
be accepted through Feb. 3.
Art submissions are accepted
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday in Zirkle 12 from 3-5
p.m. Literary submissions
can be mailed to Chrysalis,
P.O. Box 4112. For more
information, call Gordon at
433-2831.

Dr. Ralph Cohen will show
his film of the 1977 May
Session tripto England on Jan.
30. at 7:30 p.m. in room A of
the campus center.
The
English Club is sponsoring
this showing. All interested
students are encouraged to
attend.

Porpoise club

Play presentation

Want to get in shape?
Begin synchronized swimming-join the
Porpoise
Club. Come to the workshops
Mon., Jan. 30-Thurs. Feb. 2
and Mon., Feb. 6-Thurs., Feb.
10 from 9.00-10:00 p.m. at
Godwin Pool.

"The Empty Cradle," a
play by Deb Semple, will be
presented,, in the Wampler
Experimental Theatre now
through Jan. 28, Admission is
$.75 for students and $1 for
adults. The play will begin at
8 p.m. each evening and no
one will be admitted late.

Special Olympics
Anyone interested in
coaching a child for Special
Olympics please contact Sally
Lovegren by calling 7320 or
writing to P.O. Box 2246.

1 cTWichacl
j cTMaulditi

Film
The Bogart Film Festival
has been rescheduled for Feb.
U at 7:30 p.m. in Wilson Hall.

The fourth annual March
of Dimes Walk-a-thon.
sponsored by Phi Beta
Lambda, will be Mar. 18 at 10
a.m. A committee meeting
will be held Jan. 31. at 6:30
p.m; in room D of the campus
center. Becki Strickler,
Executive Director of the
Valley Chapter March of
Dimes, will show a Walk-athon film and a short film
entitled "Being Born."

The Percy Warren chapter
of Mortar Board National
Honor Society is now accepting applications for new
members. If you have at least
a 3.25 GPA and are a rising
senior graduating no later
than August 1979 you are
eligible. If you have not
received an application by
mail, contact Donna Warner
in Alumnae 106. Completed
applications are due by Jan.
27.

SGA book sale

Spirit chain

Lenten retreat

The deadline to pick up
books and money from the
SGA booksale has been extended to Jan. 27. Any books
or money not picked up by
then will become the property
of the SGA.

Alpha Gamma Delta will
sponsor a spirit chain Jan. 3031. The spirit links are 1 cent a
piece. The organization who
buys the most will be awarded
$10 and the chain will be
placed in the gym during an
upcoming basketball game.

Catholic Campus Ministry
is sponsoring a LentenRetreat
from Feb. 10-12. The cost is
$7. The retreat is open to all
students.
For more information or an application,
contact Karen at P.O Bex
3125

Ash Wednesday

Raffle winner

Greek life
Progressive men interested
in Greek life are invited to
meet the brothers of Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity Thursday at 7
p.m. in room C of the campus
center.

o^n Evening j
witti
\
<5WarK\

Twain \

I

Honor society

Walk-a-thon

There will be an Ash
Wednesday Mass on Feb. 8 at
7 p.m. in Godwin in rooms 342,
343, and 344.

The Commuter Student
Committee
wishes
to
congratulate Cathy East,
winner of the raffle for a
blender and party accessories.

CRACK THE SKY
Thurs. Feb. 2
Immediately following the
Arkansas basketball game

I

WCC Ballroom
$1.00
.25
discount

I
I
I
I
I
Mon.
Jan. 30 ^
Free

Iw/mu/io

Wilson
8pm
Public $1 j
'•'.'

'.J;

.'.

i :: . ,-■■

25° Discount !
With this coupon
To first Jj-00 ticket holders
i

..

I
I

1
I
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Orienteering challenging mentally, physically
(Continued from Page U
Orienteering,originally
established in Sweden as a
civilian sport, involves
studying a map with a marked
course on it, negotiating the
course with a compass and
completing the course in the
quickest time possible.
Each participant must take
terrain features into account
when plotting a course, according to Smith. Weather
conditions, elevation changes
and vegetation influence how
the runner functions, he said.
Following the map closely is
essential to completing the
course successfully, Smith
said.
"You have to know exactly
where you are," according to
Smith. "A girl that walks and
doesn't get lost can beat a
man who runs and can't read
a map."
Orienteering is "one of the
few sports in which women
can be shoulder to shoulder to
men" in competition, according to Smith. Often called
"cunning running," orienteering demands mental
strategy as well as physical
ability from all its participants who may range in
age from eight to 80, according to Smith.
With the idea that orienteering has "something for
everybody," Smith worked
with the physical education
department to establish an
orienteering course when he
arrived here in fall of 1976 as
James Madison University's
first military instructor. The
course is now a joint offering
by the P.E. department and
ROTC as a block class.
"It's a fun way to learn how
to read a map," he said of the
class which usually closes
quickly at registration. Map
navigation as taught in
orienteering is also an
"essential military skill" for
ROTC students, according to
Smith.
Orienteering "instills an
appreciation of one's own
ability to function in the
woods," according to Smith.
"The best way to train
students is to give them a
map and compass and put
them in woods setting. The
course is two-thirds outside."
The sport "isn't hard if you
put a little effort in it," according to senior ROTC

student Mike Sims. Orienteering has helped him in
ROTC and in summer camp
because "you can orient
yourself to exactly where you
are," Sims said. He recommends the sport to backpackers and hikers who would
find it beneficial to navigating
the woods.

Kim Tayloe, a iunior ROTC
student, said she became
interested in the sport because
she likes the outdoors and
"the challenge of going from
point to point" in the map's
course.
"Most of the time you are
by yourself," according to
Tayloe. "It's competition, but

MSG ROBERT SMITH. ROTC drill instructor,
talks with Theresa Beale, a reporter from The
Breeze, about orienteering. Smith is ranked

not running along side of
someone all the time."
Although Tayloe has not yet
taken the orienteering course,
she has traveled with Smith to
meets. On a beginner's course
in the U.S. Open Championships in Massachusetts,
Tayloe said she was overtaken
by a cross-country runner who

fifth in the nation by the United States
Orienteering Federation.
Pholo by Lawrence Emerion

ended up going through a
swamp and finishing in the
wrong direction.
"It doesn't matter how fast
you run if you don't know
where you are," she said.
Orienteering allows the
runner to "build confidence
and learn to rely on yourself
and your skills," according to
Sybl Cooper, a sophomore
ROTC student who took the
course and discovered she
"could really enjoy being
outdoors."
Cooper said the runner
"could make it (the marked
course) as challenging as you
wanted to-running and
competing."
"An individual can excell
at his own level," according to
Smith. Classes of difficulty at
meets are identified by the
particiapant's age, experience, ability and personal
choice. Meets for the handicapped give their participants "a sense of selfrealization that they can do
something on their own,"
Smith said.
Smith's level of difficulty
includes 15 kilometer, three or
four day meets like the one he
ran in Finland last year.
Since he is ranked fifth in the
nation by the federation,
Smith is now training for the
U.S. Team try-outs tentatively
scheduled for May in Minnesota. The top 20 orienteer
runners in the nation are
being invited to the try-outs
where five men and four
women will be chosen to
represent the U.S. in the
World Championships to be
held in Norway in September.
Smith said that few
military participants are
found in the meets. The sport
is merely part of a recent
trend toward outdoor sports,
he said. There are two or
three orienteering clubs on the
other side of the mountains
and JMU students are
presently trying to form one
on campus. A club is also in
the
makings
in
the
Washington-Baltimore area.
According
to
Smith,
orienteering is "a different
way to enjoy the woods and
see what the great outdoors is
all about"

'77 music notable
(Continued from Page 5)
for two space-rock albums,
"Low" and "Heroes" to
excellent single. "Get It Up
mixed critical reviews, while
For Love."
Joni Mitchell abandoned the
Noticeably missing from
L.A. Express to return to a
the '77 music scene were Bob
more acoustic sound on
Dylan. Bruce Springsteen, the
"Hejira" and "Don Juan's
Who, Zappa and Reggae
Reckless Daughter."
Music.
Present,
but
Perhaps the finest album
noticeably stagnant were
from a legendary musician
Emerson, Lake and Palmer,
was "Concert of Lights." a
Jethro Tull. Led Zeppelin.
live set from Laura Nyro
Santana. the Stones and Elton
Backed by a ten-piece band.
John, whose "Blue Moves"
Nyro's updated arrangements
would have been an excellent
of such classics as "And When
single album, but was lacking
I Die" and "Sweet Blindness'
in enough material for a
are explosive.
double-record package.
The top-40 record scene
Big names who continued
was dominated by artists with
to excel included Yes
non-commercial backgrounds
• "Going For the One").
such as Electric Light OrSteely Dan ("Aja't. Stevie
chestra. Steve Miller. Boz
Winwood (a solo album), the
Scaggs and Gary Wright.
Kinks i •"Sleepwalker").
The most striking example
Queen
lan
excellent
of this was Fleetwood Mac,
single."We Are the Chamwho. after ten years and
pions"), and Kansas
MARK JESSUP OF SIGMA NU FRATERPanhellenic Exercise Bike-a-thon
Held to
numerous personnel changes.
("LefhtYM'*-n
toverturc").
iwnQ-c «h- - A- fins.Hu fn.md »he fnrmul ffnr
NITY AND MICHELLE GEROW OF ALPHA
raise money for Camelot nursing home, the
. %^t^a^ <Atoe^v^a^%fqiVid. U^^rnjuja, tor. ^KSIOM<u ALNU-saiM»MTY%ve*e jmUtwo <rf. * »bik.M*lhon wun th«*Warren CampuGrffeirter,»■*'♦'•
wi

(Continued on Page I in

the Greeks participating in the IFC and

Monday and Tuesday-

""to *>y «»» Thompson

Dorm room fire damaged
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'77 music notable
(Continued from Page 9)
millionaire success. Their
album "Rumors," the followup to '76's million-seller
"Fleetwood Mac." flooded
both AM and FM airwaves
with one hit single after
another.
Peter
Frampton continued to ride the wave of his
'76 smash. "Frampton Comes
Alive," but look for his mushy
sentimentalism to wear thin
in '78.
1977 was a banner year for
promising new talent. The
Alan
Parsons
Project,
Foreigner, Pablo Cruise. Bob
Welch (ex-Fleetwood Mac)
and Al Stewart all appear
ready to cash in on the highly
successful commercial FM
sound, while Joan Ar-

(Continued from Page 7)

The $1,2000-11,500 repair
cost, according to William
Merck,
assistant
vice
president of business affairs,
includes cleaning, repainting,
and the replacement of two
beds. In addition, some floor
tiles, a desk and chair, curtains and rods, a thermal pane
window, plaster in the ceiling

matrading and Harrisonburg's own Happy the Man
offer hope for new musical
direction.
Two intriguing unknowns,
Elvis Costello and Leon
Redbone. were watched by
millions on NBC's "Saturday
Night Live" and have begun to
find acceptance for their
unique styles and presentations. The biggest star to
burst on the '77 horizon was
undoubtedly comedian Steven
"Let's Get Small" Martin. If
you've seen him...well, you
have to see him.
Sadly, with addition of new
talent comes the subtraction
of old. Goodbye Ronnie.
Goodbye Bing.
Goodbye
March (T.Rex) Bolan.
Goodbye Elvis. And the beat
goes on...

picked- scratched-dented

FLOOR MODEL SALE

Sal's tea * i,
Italian Restaurants
chech with 5
this coupon through January

i
i
i
i
i

from llam-3»m Mon-fri.

SmJ dime pizza— 1.50
fxtra*«—.25
Sandwich Specials too!
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ROUTE 11 SOUTH, STAUNTON
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halls. The residence halls
staff does not "seem to be able
to convince" students that this
is a "very dangerous
situation," she said, adding
that all extinguishers had
been checked at the beginning
of the semester and were fine.
Robinson and McCollum
should be able to return to
their room today, Merck said.

& AMPS

■

!MeiUJ4IKffftieKIAI<*

and a suite sofa that was in the
room had to be replaced.
Robinson said he estimated
$250 in smoke damage to
clothes in addition to heavy
smoke damage to books,
records, tapes and an iron.
The fire extinguisher in the
hallway had been misused,
according to Dorothy White,
assistant director of residence

MM 26-27-2
ACOUSTIC GUITARS
Alvarez Yairi
DY-7^5
DoDro
#27
Fender
F-55-12 string
Fender
LEC Banjo
D-40
Guild
Guild
F-112 12 string
D-18
Martin
gliECTRIC GUITARS
Electra
Fender
Fender
Fender
Fender
Fender
Music Man
GUITAR AMPS
Ampeg
Acoustic
Fender
Fender
Fender
Peavey
PA EQUIPMENT
Fender
Kustom
Peavey
Peavey
Peavey
Peavey
Peavey
Maestor

X-220
Bronco
Telecaster Cus.
Stratocaster
Telecaster
Mustan^e Bass
Sting Ray I

10

list

Sale

525
4i4
235
435
850
list

299
28S
160
299
299
289
49^
Sale

i*60
240
5l0
565
475
355
495
list

249
1^9
349
349
289
249
349
Sale"

445
485

UT-40 used
300
13'J Bass used
395
Princeton F.everb290
Super Reverb
585
Bassman 50
605
Classic
3^0

HI

z

H
JO

195
249
199
395
439
259

HsX—3 ale
PA-100,100 watts 4-Ch an
MT-15 horns used
2^0 Booster amp used
800 Booster amp
9 Channel mixer used
2')0 Monitor system
Ball Mike hi^h imp.
Sirecho used

69,0
499
300
225
180
135
450
339
400
299
629.50 4>9
113.50 55 00

115
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RockinghamRangerettes
A big crowd pleaser

Photos by Wayne Partlow
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Student loans drain
emergency funds

Former NCEC president to speak

(Continued from Page I)

academic year to give to the loan fund as needed, according to
SGA Treasurer Darrell Pile. "We only use the allotment when
Student Affairs needs it because they also get money from fines."
Pile said. "Last semester we gave only $200 to the fund. So far
this semester they've needed $650."
When students are fined for violating university policy, the fine
money goes into the Emergency Student Loan Furd Last
semester, the fund got $1,180 in fines.
"Money from the SGA and fines helps, but not that much.
Landes said "Most of the money comes from students repaying
their loans on time so others can borrow. We're completely
dependent on students' honesty."
Students have 30 days in which to repay loans If they need an
extension, they must contact Landes. After 30 days the student is
sent a letter reminding him of penalties for unpaid loans If the
student does not repay the loan or call Landes in the next 15 days,
his transcript and records will be held, he cannot register and his
name will be printed in The Breeze in an announcement of
delinquent accounts A 10 percent interest fee can be added.
A second letter is sent announcing that the student is being
penalized until repayment. "After that we send a letter that's
pretty harsh but we hope appeals to their better nature," Landes
said For example, the letter tells the student "because of your
negligence and irresponsibility" other students cannot borrow
badly needed money.
This year there are about 22 people with "holds'' on their
records because of delinquent loans. Landes said. Some of the
people have graduated, some have dropped out and some have
been academically suspended, but others are still students
"There's no way we can force them to repay except by holding
records." Landes said.
Students must put their grade point average on Emergency
Student Loan applications. "A higher GPS tells me that this is a
responsible person who cares about school, usually a good
risk . " Landes said. He also tries to assess financial stability
during the preliminary interview.
"Some students don't regard the fund as a service," Landes
said. "They almost demand money Some people put down
reasons for needing a loan that aren't true. Or they ask for $75
when they only need $40."
"That's a small percentage," he added. "Most students are
honest. As of Dec. 21 there were about $1,357 in delinquent loans
with holds (on the borrowers') records. Many of those have been
repaid, so the figure isn't that shocking now."

Professor elected VAEA officer
Rebecca Hawkins,
assistant professor of art, has
been elected first vice ■
president of the Virginia Art
Education Association for
the next two years.

She was elected at the
association conference held
recently in Richmond, where
.she also moderated a panel
discussion on "Arts vs. Visual
Art in Teacher Preparation."

Dr. Philip Jones, former
president of the National
Council for Exceptional
Children, will be the keynote
speaker at a conference on
working with
learning
disabled children to be held
here Friday and Saturday.
About 200 representatives
of public school systems from
throughout Virginia are expected to attend the conference in Chandler Hall.
Classroom
teachers,
learning disabilities
specialists, speech and
language therapists, and
school administrators are
expected to attend.
The conference, which is
titled "Winter Workshop for
Teachers: Helping Learning
Disabled Children in the
Mainstream." is one of a
series of institutes on
education sponsored by the
School of Education.
Dr.

$PsA4&y»'

•»

(Continued from Page 2)
These intimidating drifts
and treacherous roads would
slow even O.J. Simpson down.
People from this area and
other regions north of here
could teach us how to look at
the snow without going blind,
how to find your Toyota when
it's buried underneath a
mound of snow and other
helpful hints..
You can always tell who the
people from Buffalo are.
They are the ones running
around like idiots, jumping up
and down in this stuff. "Isn't
it great?" they keep telling
me as I hurry by. "Isn't it
just great?"
Perhaps there is a meaning
to all of this somewhere.
Perhaps all this snow is a
belated fulfillment of an old
wish of mine.
Back in

6A. ***A.,. y\

--"I Have a Kid Who...or
Survival Skills for Teachers in
the Mainstream." leader, Dr.

Dr. Phillip James and
Rebecca Hawkins, assistant
art professors participated in
the Virginia Arts Education
Association's annual con
'ference held recently in Richmond.
Hawkins, a candidate for
December (which seems like first
vice president of the
longer ago than a month) I association,
moderated a
ardently prayed for a white higher education
panel
Christmas. Everyone wants a discussion entitled "Arts
vs.
white Christmas.
Visual
Art
Training
for
When I awoke on Christmas
morning, of course, nothing Teachers."
James
conducted
a
had fallen but a misty rain.
workshop
on
art
for
hanWe had experienced yet dicapped children and served
another dry Christmas.
panel on the
But odds are now 8-1 that on a discussion
of the public law
we will have a white Ground implications
the
education of
Hog's Day that would warm requiring
all
handicapped
children.
even the coldest heart
oooooeoccooo*

THE UNIVERSITY
SQUARE

Ladies, juniors & men's
Winter merchandise
up to 50% off
The University
Square
56 South Main St
OPEN DAILY
9:30-5
Fri. nights til
9 pm.
»«ooa

INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCI
PRESENTS

m

BEGINNINGS WEEKEND'
OPEN FRATERNITY RUSH PARTIES AT THE
FOLLOWING HOUSES

NEW POSTERS IN
• Dallas Cowboy's
Cheerleaders
• Star Wars
■Rodney Mathews
AND MORE

»T.
&

Professors attend
art conference

Spring fashions arriving daily
.nil

812
MIDNIGHT

FRIDAY
JAN.27

Rena Lew is. James Madison
University.
-"Helpin the Teacher
Deal with Academic Learning
Problems with Behavior
Management Procedures."
leader. Dr
David Herr,
James Madison University.
--"Using Observational and
Test Data in the Classroom."
leader. Dr. Jean Lokerson.
Virginia Commonwealth
University.
-"Effective Compensatory
Teaching,'' leader. Judy
Sorrell, James Madison
University.

You can't even smoke it

&A*

S/j

Gerald Minskoff. of the
special education department,
is the workshop coordinator.
Dr. Jones, who is director
of special education at
Virginia Tech. will give the
keynote address at 6:45 p.m.
Friday.
This will be
followed by discussion groups.
Saturday's program includes the following six
workshops:
-"Remediating Auditory
and
Verbal
Learning
Disabilities through TeacherPupil Interaction," leader.
Dr. Esther Minskoff. James
Madison University.
--"Survival Skills for the
Older, Learning Disabled
Student." leader. Dr. Eleanor
Westhead. University of
Virginia.

K£ HOUSE

open fri nites till 9
, ••
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JMU slows Roanoke
Maroons' tactics keep score close

Roanoke
Colleges
calculated chance at an upset
came up far shorter than
expected as James Madison
University pulled away in the
end tor an uneventful 56-41
home-court win Saturday
night.
Roanoke College coach Ed
Green, "doing whatever you
have to do to win," opted for a
slow-down attack against the
Dukes. "It's a calculated
chance," the first-year coach
said. "We know we can't run
and play with them (James
Madison), so we tried this."

The slow-down was successful in keeping the score
respetable, but Roanoke
gained little more than their
eighth loss is 17 games with
the tactic.
Madison, now 9-5 on the
season, never broke the game
open, but were never^ewously
threatened even though
Roanoke twice cut 12-point
JMU leads to just six.
With 2:20 left in the game,
Roanoke trailed by just seven
points, 46-39 "That was the
position we wanted to be in,"
Green said. "We wanted to be

Page 14.
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MEMBERS OF THE DISTANCE RUNNING TEAM display a
variety of protective clothing as they take to the snow-filled
streets and sidewalks. Related story, p. 18. Ph0toby Bob UVOTOM

Dukes' swimmers capture meet
By JOHN DAVIS
The men's swimming team
turned its record around, from
3-4 to 5-4 Friday afternoon, as
the Dukes scored convincing
victories
over
visiting
Davidson and VMI in a double
dual meet.
JMU beat Davidson 71 to 42
and VMI 84-29, largely on the
strength of its relay teams,
divers, and backstrokers. In
the 400 yard medley relay,
Chip Martin, Paul Weber,
Chris Weimerskirch and Rick
Sulzer set a school record with
a time of 3:49.834. Second
place Davidson found itself 12
seconds off the pace with a
respectable 4:01.795.
the one-two punch of
divers Mike West and Greg
Stuchlak of JMU proved far
superior to anything the op-

Wanted:
Gymnast
to coach
men's team

:,:>

position could muster, as they
competed only against each
other while taking easv first
and second places in the one
and three meter diving.
West's totals were 234.15 on
the low board and 225.75 on the
high, while Stuchlak finished
with 218.9 and 201.2 respectively.
Freshman
backstrokers
John White and Chip Martin
provided eight points for JMU
to one for Davidson and none
for VMI with first and second
place finishes in the 200.
White missed Martin's school
record by eight tenths of a
second as he swam a 2:08:97,
and Martin was only two
tenths of a second behind
White with a 2:09:0.
Coach Charles Arnold was
surprised by his backstrokers.

particularly White, who has
been improving steadily with
each meet.
"If he ever gets the
mechanics to go with his
strength, he'll really be
something," said
Arnold.
"Both of them (White and
Martin) should drop about two
or three seconds by the state
meets. I'd like to see them at
at least 2:05 by then."
Pete Laiti, swimming in the
freestyle events instead of his
more familiar breaststroke
and intermediate relay,
captured first places in the 100
and 200, as well as swimming
the first leg of the first place
400 yard relay team.
Laiti scored a first against
both Davidson and VMI in the
200 bv swimming a 1:50.87 and
got one first (over Davidson)

in the 100 with a 50.3, though
he finished behind VMI's
winning swimmer who posted
a 49.9 JMU's Bruce Fraley
swam a 52 3 for a third place
overall finish.
A needed boost for JMU in
the butterfly was provided by
Chris Weimerskirch, who
scored two firsts against VMI
and two seconds against
Davidson in the 200 intermediate relay and the 200
butterfly, plus swimming one
leg of the record breaking
medley relay.
Arnold was pleased with all
of . his
swimmers
performances. "We figured it
would be a one or two point
difference with Davidson
before the meet,' said Arnold,
"but we just had some super
performances."

set to make a run at them.'*
That run never came with
Madison outscoring them 10-2
the rest of the game.
At the two minute mark.
Green disputed a call and was
assessed a technical foul. The
Dukes hit four straight free
throws before the Maroons
again saw the ball.
"It was over at that point,"
a Roanoke assistant coach
said. "We had to foul them
and they were hitting the free
throws" Madison hit six of
seven free throws in the final
1:05 to ice the game.
Roanoke held the games'
early lead when Madison went
scoreless over the first 3:42.
But the Dukes took the lead
for good at 8-7 when Sherman
Dillard hit a jumper from the
corner.
Roanoke cut the margin to
24-23 with 1:23 left in the first
half, but Madison scored the
last two baskets of the first
half and opened the second
half with a three-point play by
Jack Railey for a 31-23 lead.
Roanoke never seriously
threatened the rest of the
game even though Madison
couldn't break the game open.
Green was quite pleased
even though the loss dropped
the Division II Maroons to 9-8
on the season. "Hey, we've got
nine wins right now and we
only won three games all last
season," he said. "We're
playing good basketball. It
was close and the final score is
deceptive We were where we
wanted to be. we just didn't
get the job done in the end."
Despite Green's contention
that the game was close, it
wasn't and the outcome was
never in doubt — on the final
score.
Madison's Lou Campanelli
was happy because the Dukes
did get the job done in the end.
"It's hard to defense a spread,
they had a lot of passing room
and were content to keep it
close," Campanelli said. The
final margin didn't bother
Continued on Page 15)

have been forced to take on the
responsibility. The job includes not
only helping team members in their
skills development, but also setting
up practice schedules, organizing
activities such as apple sales, ordering uniforms, and drawing up the
order for individual competitors
during meets.
Ferris, who has served as a team
coordinator in the past, thinks that
his own performance suffers as a
result. "When I'm working exclusively as a coach, my personal
skills begin to suffer. This year I'm
going to buckle down and go for
myself."
According to Kruger. gymnastics
is a sport that requires high
proficiency in basic skills which
then are combined into more advanced routines. Kruger pointed out
that the men's team is slowed down
because they have no coach to
determine when they should move
on to the next sequence.
"The team needs a great deal
more assistance than I am able to
give them." Kruger said.
While the men continue to work
out. Kruger is taking steps to find an
individual suited for the men's
coaching position here. "I have
interviewed a number of fine
prospects and have come up with
three possibilities." Kurger commented.
(AMNASTICSt O-i APTAIN RON FEHHISon lh«- iii*Ks
The new gymnastics mentor may is shotted i»\ i'o-rai)UM> *>«ve Carter. The p^ir, httve .
occu
ccupylstiheiipps,t^nib1yv. W*t'-'|^
n
J
photoby vltyM p,r ov
, 'Carter' aW-contain' Ron<FeVri s
••'•«« •tmtinucd oh1 Pitt 'iVt ;
"

By HOLLY WOOLARD
So far this season the men's
gymnastics team has earned a
victory in its only match against
Division II opponent Frostburg
State.-Not bad lor a team which has
not had an official coach since early
last semester.
Former coach Norm Boulrice
accepted an assistant coaching
position at West Point only a month
after school resumed in the fall. The
team has been without a faculty
coach ever since.
"Everyone was sorry he had to
leave, but we knew he was doing the
right thing." said team co-captain
Dave Carter."The guys were just
starting to learn from a competitive
individual," assistant women's
gymnastics coach Pete Novgrad
added.
Bulrice did leave behind a
program for the team to follow, but
there has been no one at practice to
implement
the suggestions offered
, Hayes Kruger. head of the
women's gymnastics program,
helps the men whenever time
permits. According to Novgrad.
however, "there are at least ten
skills for each competitive routine
and there are four events for women
and six for men.'' Thus, the load is
too much for Kruger and his
assistant to carry.
•.c,r, Because t^eyeisnpofficial coach.

19th Hole
By

KEN TERRELL
As a reporter covering girl's high
school sports in Northern Virginia I
recall witnessing an incident which
demonstrated to me the difference
between the boys' and the girls'
program at the scholastic level.
The Fairfax County track meet
had just concluded and I was interviewing Linda Portasik, a Fort
Hunt
ninth
grader
with
phenomenal
speed.
i
noticed the competitors from the
various schools had divided
themselves into relays and were
running impromptu races. Each
team included members from different schools and among those
running were several of the shotputers and discus throwers.
It was impossible to conduct the
interview since my subject's attention was captured by the loud
cheering for some of the more
heavy-legged weight throwers
puffing around the track. Finally, I
excused myself and watched Portasik bound down the steep rows of
bleachers at H.D. Woodson High
School to join in the races. She had
already competed in four events

Athletic equality-at what cost?

It occurred to me then how
unusual it was to see high school
athletes actually playing at their
sport and having fun.
A few of the competitors, the ones
who had won championships or
qualified for the state meet, that day
had reason to celebrate. But for
most, the afternoon marked an
abrupt and unsuccessful end to the
season after months of preparation.
Yet, both winners and losers eagerly
took part in the post-meet frolic.
One would never expect to see
such spontaneous play after a boys
event I thought. Losers would spend a
respectable amount of time in selfrecrimination and reflection on the
reasons
'Why."
Champions,
thinking ahead to the next round of
competition, would not risk injury in
such frivolous play.
All of this was brought to mind as
i followed the progress of the recent
AIAW convention in Atlanta in the
national press.
For years the organizing body for
woman's intercollegiate athletics
has struggled to avoid the same

pitfalls which have contributed to
the big-business atmosphere and
corruption of the NCAA. The goal
has been to keep athletics in its
proper perspective, to treat the
gifted athlete no differently than the
student with an exceptional talent in
music, art, or science.
Apparently, the AIAW has been
successful in maintaining that
proper perspective.

approach to women's college
athleUcs has also helped maintain
girl s high school athletics at a level
where the athletes still compete
largely for enjoyment.
The limits placed on /College
scholarships and recruiting practices by the AIAW removed the
ulterior motive which so many high
school male athletes, and their
coaches and their families, regard

Progress and success
have caught up with the AIAW
A recent Washington Post article
about the women of the University of
Maryland Basketball team included
their views on the difference between the men's and women's
program. "I'm glad we don't spend
I J^^f Hme thinking about
basketball ...living
with
the
team ..eating with the team. You
have to become well-rounded
socially and intellectually," one
player commented.
To a great extent, the low-key

as the sole reason for participatinH
'n a sport.
K»«"»
But progress and success have
caught up with the AIAW-and
overwhelmed it. The national push
for women's rights in all fields, and
the tremendous growth in spectator
appeal and participation in women's
athletics has resulted in the
lowering of some of the barriers that
the AIAW has erected against
(Continued on Page 16)

Sports analysis:

Why JMU won't play Tech
By PAUL McFARLANE
In the course of basketball
events, it sometimes becomes
necessary for one team of
lower status to turn down
another team of greater
major college importance,
and to think of the long-run
, •"tyre of the program instead
pf just playing (and probably
losing) one game against toplevel competition.
The JMU
basketball
program has reached a level
where it can declare its independence from these major
powers, not be al their mercy,
and think for the good of the
program. This is why JMU
turned down a recent offer
from Virginia Tech to play in
Blacksburg next season
"That's right," explained
head coach Lou Campanelli.
"They're only interested in a
one-shot deal and that doesn't
help us at all, we'd like to play
two years.
"They're very confident
that when they play down
there, they're gonna drill ya'.
I don't think we gain anything
by playing them once."
But Tech isn't interested in
a return match. Their feeling-and it's justified-is one of
nothing to gain if they win and
everything to lose if they get
•beat by JMU. That's why the
one-shot invitation, playing

one game without a guarantee
of a return game, was
presented bv Tech.
"At least we've got them
thinking about us," Campanelli continued. "But right
now there are no benefits, no
guarantees. If it were three,
maybe four years ago, we
would have jumped at it."
Athletic Director Dean
Ehlers agrees. Ehlers also
believes if the offer was made
a few years ago when the
program was developing into
Division I, he would have
accepted.
A similar situation has
developed in football. JMU,
which is still building and has
thoughts about getting bigger
time, has scheduled William
and Mary next season. There
are no guarantees with that
game either, yet the Dukes, at
this stage, are willing to play a
major opponent without a
possible return game.
But
when Ehlers called Tech to
decline the basketball invitation, he said Tech "was
shocked."
"I supose if I were sitting
down there." Ehlers added, "I
would have felt the same way.
"Eventually we'll get to
Tech," explained Campanelli
about beginning a series
"Then we'll both get
something out of it."

Late-second basket
gives Dukes tenth
Roger Hughett hit a shot
with four seconds remaining
to give JMU's basketball team
a 65-63 win over Western
Carolina in Cullowhee, N.C.
Wednesday night
The win. the
Dukes'
third in a row. was head coach
Lou Campanelli's 100th of his
JMU career
His record
stands at 100-45 in his sixth
year at JMU-' '
'
jMU's 'Steve Stteiper' and-"
v H.n ,v..'(.'. {' '.'•.«■

Sherman Dillard led scorers
with 16 points each. Hughett
finished with 12.
It was Western Carolina's
sixth straight loss and their
record fell to 4-13.
The Dukes return to
Godwin Hail tomorrow night
when they take on ECAC
opponent, in-state rival,
Virginia /Commonwealth v.
Oravereity-at^od.'''' '•"

Scheduling is always a
problem, and trying to play
good competition continually,
and especially at home, is a
bigger headache. Sometimes
the school without the big
name has to agree to play two
games away before the opposing school will
travel.
Such is the case with William
and Mary. The Dukes will
play the Indians on Feb. 11 in
Williamsburg this year, then
have both a home and away
game with them next season.
But turning Tech down was
not an easy thing for Ehlers to
do Tech Assistant AD. Bill
Matthews contacted Ehlers
about playing and Ehlers, who
would "like to think of Bill as a
friend," had to turn Matthews
down.
"I felt like a devil," admitted Ehlers, "because he
went out of the way to get us
on the schedule. It (refusing
the invitation) was not an easy
thing to do."
So why, then, does JMU
play Virginia and. travel west
to play Utah State? Well, JMU
has made a verbal agreement
to play in the UVA Tip-off
Tournament through next
year and because a series has
developed (although there are
no immediate plans for UVA to
play in Godwin Hall), the
Dukes will continue to travel
to Charlottesville.
As for Utah St., Ehlers
agreed the trip was largely a
recruiting gimmick. Playing
big name schools and making
long trips attracts recruits
The trip, was planned early
enough to use it as a selling
point.
Playing Tech once wouldn't
help recruiting because, as
Campanelli said, "by the time
the recruit becomes a
sophomore, Tech is no longer
on the schedule.
"If we did that," figures
Campanelli, "We would have
mavbe five home games."
So for at least the time
being, Ehlers and Campanelli
are content with turning down
road losses to the Virginia
Techs, for home games with
the William and Marys, the
Virginia' Commonwealths! the
VMIs and %,OUl.p.«mjBions.

FRESHMAN FORWARD STEVE BLACKMON converts a
reverse lay up against Roanoke College Saturday. The Dukes won
°hotobyW«jm«p.rtlo»

Slow-down fails
(Continued from Page 14)
Campanelli, who is now just
one win away from his 100th
college career victory. "A
seven-point win over a team
that slows it down in like an 18point win over most other
teams."
The Dukes had beaten
Roanoke easily in the second
game of the season, 84-57 and
Campanelli admitted the
Dukes may have been looking
ahead. "I think we were a
iiUlp^uUty of t.hat, but wegil).,

played well. If we hadn't, we
could easily have lost... we
have to win these games
because we have some tough
ones coming up."
Campanelli
was
also
pleased with the play of his
bench, which contributed 28
points. "Gerard Maturine,
Tyrone Shoulders and Steve
Blackmon all played well," he
said. "We need to get good
performances fronjl the

u

Women's athletic rights-what is the cost?
selves.I'm sure there will be
violations."
The NCAA places the same ban
on speaking to players at game
sites, and it employs a staff of 40 to
enforce its rules. Still, the mountain
of recruiting abuses uncovered each
year by the NCAA investigative
staff is only the tip of the iceberg in
the eyes of many coaches, sportswriters, and the chief of the investigative team himself.
An acquaintance who competes
for the University of Maryland
women's track team and is a student
of sports sociology thinks that it is
worth adopting the men's system,
with all of its inherent corruption, if
that will bring parity to the women's
sports program.
As a woman athlete at Maryland,
she has observed first hand the
special meals, plane trips, team
trainers, <■ and general opulence of
the big-time men's sports program
there. She believes that recruiting
talent will build better women's
teams, lead to more exposure for the
women's program, and thus
generate the same type of benefits
for women's athletics.'

(Continued from Page 15)
possible corruption.
In August the AIAW made an
eleventh hour attempt to maintain
its limited scholarship policy by
asking the NCAA to do the same.
When the NCAA rejected that
proposal, the AIAW faced possible
Title IX suits from its own members
for denying them parity with the
men's program. Thus, the women's
organization was forced to allow full
ride scholarships.
By a narrow margin, the AIAW
also lifted the ban on "assessment
trips" being paid for by the member
institutions. In the past, coaches

'There will be
more pressure
to perform*
themselves had to foot the bill if they
wished to travel to view a prospect.
The ruling includes a prohibition
against talking to the player or her
family during these trips. However,
Dr. Leotus Morrison, head of
women's athletics here and a
member of the AIAW Board of
Directors, is openly skeptical about
complete compliance with the ban.
"We're going to try to police our-

Still, there are others involved in
women's intercollegiate athletics
who are sorry to see the old standards pass.
James Madison University
senior, Terry Prodoehl, is one who
has misgivings about the new AIAW
rulings. Prodoehl, president of the

JMU Women's Intercollegiate
Sports Program (WISP), and a
starter on the JMU field hockey
'.earn which travelled to the
Nationals this year, attended a
student leadership workshop in

Several years after refusing to
include women's athletics in its
program, the NCAA this year
considered a proposal to include a
Division II championship for women
in gymnastics and basketball.

Women athletes deserve recognition...
parity with men's program
conjunction with the AIAW convention.
According to- Prodoehl, the
students were split much the same
as their coaches on the issues of
recruiting and scholarships.
Prodoehl herself, is wary of the
problems which will arise from the
new rulings.
"There will be more pressure on
the players to perform. I play sports
because I enjoy it. and I don't expect
to get paid for it or be treated different than other students just
because I might be good at a sport,"
she said.
Prodoehl would like to see the
women's sports program maintain
its present standards rather than
risk possible corruption and overemphasis on sports. "But I guess
that is unrealistic," she conceded.
Certainly such a desire is
unrealistic.
It is evident that
women's intercollegiate athletics
are growing in the same manner as
the men's program.

Obviously television revenue is
sensed in the future.
And certainly women athletes
deserve increased recognition and
parity with the men's programs in
the opportunities offered through
athletics. Unfortunately, as the
AIAW has apparently realized, the
only way to achieve that parity is to
leap with open eyes into the same
mud-hole of recruiting corruptions
and distorted athletic priorities that
the men's program has wallowed in
for years.
The increased opportunities for
women in collegiate athletics will
eventually cause a shift in the
emphasis on women's sports from
the university level down to female
little leaguers.
This change will probably mean
an end to displays of spontaneous
play such as I witnessed that afternoon at the track meet. After all,
"serious" athletes do not do such
things.

Women's swimming:

Duchesses drown ODU, 96-31
By HOLLY WOOLARD
The James
Madison
University women's swim
team drowned Old Dominion
University, as the varsity
squad won its season opener
96-31.
The Duchesses captured 12
out of IS first places in
Saturday's meet.
Five of
those top finishes were
recorded by freshmen.
"Our younger swimmers
are extremely strong," stated
coach Skippy Courtet. "We
are pleased with what they've
done and hope that it's an
indication of things to come."
Newcomer Mary Kate
Ferguson broke the team
record for 50 yards breaststroke with a time of 33.88
seconds. The old record was
held by Patsy Rainey with a
time of 34.2
seconds.
Ferguson also won the 100
yard breaststroke event
Another freshman standout
was Marie Grosz who took
firsts in the SO and 100 yards
freestyle races. Teammate
Anita Callahan captured
seconds in the same events,
indicative of JMU's depth.
Sophomore Suki Shaw and
freshman Claire Shilling
competed in the backstroke
events, which were predicted
as a possible weakness for
JMU. Shaw won the 50 yard
event and placed second in the
100. Shilling captured honors
in the 100 yard race and took
second in the fifty. Shaw and
Shilling also placed first and
second respectively in the 50
yards butterfly.
The 100 yards butterfly
record was re-established
when co-captain Francis
Kelley turned in a time of
1:01.88. She also won the 200
freestyle and competed on
both winning JMU relays.
"The other scores won't be
like, this," stated Courtet,
refeTTTfig-16' InV TBT-68!hT
victory.

This coming weekend the
Duchesses
travel
to
Williamsburg where they will
face the 1977 small college
champion of Virginia. Last
year JMU defeated William
and Mary in dual meet action.
JMU will also compete
against defending Virginia

champ,
Virginia
Commonwealth
University,
Saturday. The lady Rams lost
to JMU 67-64 in one of the
Duchesses top dual meets-last
season.
"We have our work cut out
for us with two meets next
weekend." said the coach.

New shipment of wine
glasses has arrived!
Custom

monograming available
49 E Water St.
(under the

I pacing**)

WINTER CLEARANCE
CONTINUES

Boots 25% off

Sweaters & Shirts

half price

Suede & Leather

half price

Down Vests & Coats

one third off

Fashion Jeans

two pair

$19-98
V^«'■-.'•.«.

rn. MM Ml rrM

Midway Arco-Grocery
Beer
Snacks
Soft Drinks
Next to Campus on Main St.
• Special prices on Warm Beerir

Wernert 7 Day Market
TlnJ Pt0RI|l 3Mft
Milli-arty Ke* g
2^.95
r£5a£?4tf?§ a11 brands,carton 3.32
case 2U "lonpnecks5.25
Pabst '>d-Ihite-Blue ■'■> pack
1-39
Schmidts "Bock" i pack
1-^9
Schmidts "Oktoberfest" i pack 1.^9
r
alstaff Premium case 2h
^«95
•alstaff Premium 6 pack •
1.29
Miller's Lite Pilsner i pack t.79
Tuborr lold 5 Pack
1.79
CXH

lowenbrau li^ht and darkJ Pack2.29
Peineken Polland Import
3.59
Poor's
i pack
2.88
"^he Little Wine Cellar"
Meiers Chio- fine winp
1.99
■Jallo- V ink/'hablis-Bur£r
S -Magnum ^.99
1.99
Liebfraumilch 'lerman Imp.
''onin- Italian Imp.
1.99
Moren David MD20/20 Plum/irraPej. 29
Bocnesfarm asst. flavors
1.29
Sebastiani (trio box)
13*95
Mateuse Rose Portugal Imp.
3.29
EP-^S err*. A ex. If. doz.
.79
Sausage Esskay farm style lb. -79
Paeon Ssskay lb.
1.19
Milk Shenandoah FrTcfe ral.
1«'"J5
Beautie Franks > lb. box
H.99
XXX Monday NiflRht Special XXX
C-ld Mill NA bottles > Pack

1.39

Faigtaff iremium case 2h N/. ^.88
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Cavaliers hold top position
VCU jumps to third with 82-63 rout over Richmond
ByBOBGRIMESEY
Virginia's Cavaliers
dropped their second decision
of the season last Saturday
when they were defeated at
Clemson 79-70. Since the loss
came in overtime, however,
the Cavaliers must be given
enough grace to keep their No.
1 ranking among the state's
Division I basketball teams
this week.
Face it. The Cavaliers (12-2)
play in the Atlantic Coast
Conference and, for that
reason, can not be expected to
go undefeated. So unless they
are struck by a rash of losses,
or lose to an in-state competitor, they must be considered the best.
This is not to say the rest of
the state hasn't had its
chance. Already this year,
Virginia has bombed VMI,
Madison and Old Dominion,
and last week it held off hotshooting No. 2 Virginia Tech
66-62 in Roanoke.
Unless someone else beats
down the door, the Cavaliers
will remain snug in the top
spot.
Elsewhere around the state
last week, Virginia Tech, still
No. 2, got by Oral Roberts 7068 to improve its record to 122.
Virginia Commonwealth
(14-2) moves u> No. 3 this week
after stomping Richmond 8263, despite 32 points by the
Spiders Mike Perry.
VCU visits Madison this
Saturday night to give the
Dukes yet another chance for
state-wide prominence.
Another reason for VCU's
appearance at No. 3 this week
was American University's
73-67 ambush of previously
third-rated William & Mary
(11-4) Saturday.
The Indians have
had
their problems lately, losing
three of their last five, but
losing to a team that lost in the
first round of the James
Madison
Invitational
(American) is enough to drop
them to No. 5 in the state this
week.
Getting leap-frogged by
VCU at No. 4 this week is VMI
(11-5).
The Keydets turned in a
sluggish 84-70 decision over
Salem College Saturday to
protect their rating, but it was
not enough to take advantage
of the William & Mary loss.
JMU (9-5) defeated Baptist

** Avoid lines-Reserve Ski's in Advance **

i
*

RENTALS
available
at

\
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Hey Sports
Annex
124 S. Main St.
Complete line of Skis, Boots,
Btadings,Ski Clothes and
Accessories
We sharpen and wax skis

*
*
*
*

College jnd Roanoke College
last week to place a stronghold on the No. 6 slot,but the
Dukes have yet to beat an instate Division I competitor.
This Saturday's match-up
with VCU could be the Opportunity the Dukes have been
looking for.
Old Dominion (6-9) has
resolved personnel problems
involving leading scorer
Ronnie Valentine and guard
Richie Wright and may pose
problems for their fellow
Virginia schools from now on.
In
the .meantime,
the
Monarchs remain at No. 7
following Saturday's 71-68 loss
to Georgia State.
Richmond (3-11) continues
to hold on to No. 8. This week's
misfortune was the 82-63

beating at the hands of VCU.
Although different teams
must rate at different levels, a
quick look at the state's
Division I teams reveals
overall records of 12-2, 12-2
14-2,11-5,11-4,9-5, 6-9 and 3-11!
Only two teams are below
.500.
Hey North Carolina, they do
play basketball north of the
border.
BREEZE TOP EIGHT
1. Virginia
(12-2)
2. Virginia Tech
(12-2)
3. VCU
(14-2)
4.-VMI
(n-5)
5. William & Mary
(11-4)
6. James Madison
(9-5)
7. Old Dominion
(6-9)
8. Richmond
(3-11)

Dukes edge GW;
Kubesh 9 Eaton star
By DENNIS SMITH
In a rare occurrence, the
wrestling team's match
against George Washington
University, Saturday, was not
decided until the final match.
Fortunately, heavyweight
John Kubesh came through
for the Dukes and earned the
decisive victory in a 24-19
team win.
The win evened the Dukes'
record at 3-3. While dropping
the Colonials to 2-5.
JMU's heavyweight
Kubesh and GW's Rick Dippo
paced the sidelines anxiously
watching Dale Eaton (190)
give the Dukes a 21-19 lead, by
crushing the Colonials' Bernie
Kiesnoski, 14-0.
"I got fired up," Kubesh
said. "The match is usually
decided by the time I wrestle,
but when it isn't I really get
psyched up."
In the first two periods, the
match was uneventful, with
each wrestler waiting for the
other to make a mistake.
Kubesh's one point on a
stalling penalty against Dippo
was the only score.
The action picked up in the
third period with Kubesh
getting a takedown and Dippo
then escaping, leaving the
JMU wrestler ahead, 3-1.
Kubesh got another takedown,
an escape and another stalling
point to win, 7-2.
Ea ton
dom ina ted
Kiesnoske in his superior
decision by getting a
takedown and a near fall to
take a 5-0 advantage in the
first period. He stretched the
margin of victory by getting
two nearfalls, a takedown and
an escape in later rounds.
The Dukes' took an early 50 lead when Dennis Herndon
(118) controlled the Colonials'
Bill Wolfe, 13-0.

Herndon took a 5-0 on a
takedown and a near fall in
the first period. He added a
reversal and another near fall
to expand his margin to 9-0.
Herndon received yet another
near fall and riding time to
secure his win.
The Colonials won the next
three matches to take a 9-5
lead.
GW's Rick Halpern scored
a 7-1 decision over the Dukes'
Pepper Martin, in the 126
weight-class.
Halpern took the lead 2-0 on
a takedown with 1:45 gone in
the first period. Halpern got a
reversal and Martin an
escape, leaving the score 4-1.
The Colonial received a near
fall and riding time in the hird
round.
GW's Mike Deveau beat
JMU's Rick Ebersole 5-1, in
the 134 weightclass. Deveau
opened the scoring with a
takedown and Ebersole
escaped to make the score 2-1.
The second period was
scoreless. Deveau received a
takedown and riding time to
lengthen the margin, in the
third period.
The Colonials' Rich Ryon
(J42) edged Bret Dunlap fro,
in a hard fought match. In the
second period, Ryon got an
escape and a takedown to take
a 3-0 lead. Ryon made a near
fall and gained riding time in
the closing seconds of the
match.
Scott Breslin (150) gave the
Dukes the lead 11-9 when
GW's Gary Sprouse was
forced to default with a knee
injury acquired during the
match. Breslin lead 4-0 on a
takedown and a reversal
before the default.
Bill Lee (158) returned the
lead to the Colonials 13-11,
(Continued on Page 20)
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Track team adjusts to weather

JERYL TURNER AND LINDY BAIN (I. tor.), both members of
the JMU distance running team, begin a snowy assault on the
west side of Massanutten Mountain.

By KEN TERRELL
There is a request written
on the blackboard in the men's
track team locker room which
reads, "Where do I pick up the
drop slip for P.E. 6:30."
The plea is a jibe at track
coach Ed Witt's new practice
schedule which includes 6:30
a.m. workouts several days
each week in Sinclair Gymnasium. The unusual practice
sessions are just one of the
measures the men's team has
taken to adapt to the heavy
snowfall this area has experienced.
Each afternoon during the
school week,
hurdlers,
sprinters, and jumpers race
the length of the main hall on
the gound floor of Godwin Hall
coming perilously close to
collisions
with
candymachines, waterfountains,
and unwary passers-by.
Around campus and around
town, one can find the team's
distance runners wearing a
variety of protection against

the cold as they trudge
through snow banks and slushfilled side streets.
Despite the fierce winter
weather, the team members
and the coach are determined
to keep team's training on
schedule.
"We need pace work," Witt
offered by way of explaining

his pre-dawn workouts. "My
two-milers couldn't tell
whether they were running a
440 in 69 seconds or 72
seconds."
The team has been unable
to use the outdoor track since
the first heavy snowfall according to Witt, the university
snow removal equipment is
(Continued on Page |9)

Intramural flag football:

Weenies favored to repeat
WILLIAM SULLIVAN
While the flag football
season's opener is in doubt
because of the snow-covered
Astroturf, the champion
should not be-the Weenies
should win their third consecutive football crown.
Mike Paratore is a major
reason for the Weenies'
strength.
Unofficially, he
gained 110 yards rushing in
last season's finale. Greg
Casales will quarterback the
predicted power.
Mississippi Wild Bunch and
the Underdogs will offer the
Weenies the most trouble in A
League.
Number two-ranked Gifford Old Boys boasts 14
returnees from last year.
Captain Kent Bond promises a
conservative offense, running
on three of every four downs.
He feels the Old Boys' experience and tradition of
powerful teams will be major
factors in the Championship
League.
In the third slot are the
Bhongers. Quarterback Tom
Stanton and. running back
John Ventura are keys to the
Bhongers attack.
Fourth-ranked Mississippi
Wild Bunch lost to the Underdogs for its lone setback
last year. The linemen are
bigger than several opponents
this year, averaging 215
pounds.
Captain David

Shelton says his team will
duplicate last season's efforts,
which took it to the playoffs.
Sigma Nu opens the season
ranked fifth. Scott Coon and
Kevin Driscoll will share the
quarterback chores.
The
fraternity's experience and
defensive quickness are its
strong poings.
Shorts returns with 29
players. Skip Dawson concedes their inexperience will
hurt, but contends a large
roster will give his seventhpicked team plenty of rest.
If eighth-ranked SPE lacks
size, they make it up in speed.
Quarterback Dave Elwell is
the only definite starter in the
backfield. Smallness will hurt
defensively, but captain Mark
Elander is not discouraged.
"It's going to be a real even
race," he says.
The Machine's line features
"a lot of size," spokesman
John Crowley said.
Bill
Thomas and Joe Baden
share the quarterback duties,
with running backs Rob
Puglisi and Dave Sherman
providing offensive punch for
Qie A-League team.
"We
won't be intimidated,"
Crowley promises.
The Outlaws from A
League are tenth in The
Breeze poll. Passer Mike
Lindsey will rely on receivers
John Mawery and Chris
Fitzgerald to generate touch-

—MMMMiy■»>>»»»#»

downs.

Buildings and Grounds,
who will have their first flag
football team this year, face
the first test of the season:
clearing the astroturf.
Captains are encouraged to
mail their choices for the
weekly Top 10 poll to William
Sullivan, Box 3415.
BREEZE TOP TEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
«.
7.

a.

Weenies
Glfford Old Boys
Bhongers
Mississippi Wild Bunch
Sigma Nu
Underdoes
Short*

SPE

9. Machine
10. Outlaws
Men's Intramural Standings
1 IKenberry 29
2. Glfford 24
3. Short* U
4. SPE 10
5. Sigma Nu 10
6. Ashby 10
L CCM 10
8. Hanson A
9. White 5
10. PI Kappa Phi 2
Women's intramural Standings
1. Chappelear 20
Frederlkson 19
Hoffman IS
DingledJne 11
Eagle 3 11
CCM 7
Converse 5
8 Shorts 4
9. Wayland 2
10. Logan 1
U. Eagle 1
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Women's basketball:

Duchesses lose in overtime

JMU'S TYRA SETTLE competes in the floor exercise of the
Longwood women's gymnastics meet held at Longwood College.
Settle took third in the overall totals as the Duchesses raised their
record to 2-0 last Saturday.

Photo By Mark Thompson

By RON HARTLAUB
The women's basketball
team dropped its third
straight game, losing 68-63 in
overtime to visiting Virginia
Union Thursday night.
The game was a see-saw
contest throughout.
In
regulation, the score was tied
12 times and there were 11
lead changes.
James Madison University
used a balanced scoring attack in the first half to open up
a 23-18 lead with less than five
minutes left. The momentum
changed and the Panthers
regained the lead by scoring
eight of the next ten points.
"We lost the game in that
spurt in the first half," JMU
coach Pat Wiegardt said.
In the second half, neither
team could open up a sizeable

Gymnast wanted to coach
(Continued from Page 14)
semester and will probably be
employed as a graduate assistant,
according to Kruger.
There are two major aspects of
the program that Kruger intends the
new coach to deal with. The first is
developing the program to a competitive Division I level. The other
priority is safety. "There is a high
risk (of injury) on this skill level."

Kruger remarked.
Although most gymnasts would
agree that participation in the sport
is self-motivated, more than one
member of the men's team admitted
he couldn't progress and improve as
easily without a coach.
"If we had a coach we would be
top state contenders with William
and Mary." stated Ferris. "The
talent is here and needs to be
brought out by a coach."

margin until late in the game
when Virginia Union went up
by seven.
A back-door layup by Bette
Notaro with two and a half
minutes left capped an eightpoint rally that put the
Duchesses back up, 58-57. But
JMU's Mendy Childress
missed three free throw attempts in the final two
minutes, and Virginia Union
sent the game into overtime
with a successful foul shot
Turnovers hindered JMU in
overtime.
The Panthers

never trailed in the extra
period,
outscoring
the
Duchesses 10-5.
One key factor in the game
was Virginia Union's 55-41
rebounding advantage over
the Duchesses.
"We just never did get
position," Wiegardt said.
Childress led all scorers in
the game with 23 points.
Notaro added 21, including 9-9
from the foul line. The duo
scored all but four of JMU's
points in the second hah* and
the overtime.

Fighting the snow
(Continued from Page 18)
tied up clearing parking lots.
The early hour is the only time
that the gym is available for
his runners.
Although there is a good
deal of light-hearted complaining about the morning
workouts, last Monday more
than a dozen runners were
circling the dimly lit
basketball courts at the appointed hour.
"Who turns up for these
workouts largely determines
who goes to the meets," Witt
remarked.
During
the
practice

session, hurdler Jeff Artis
approached Witt. "Are we
going to have a regular (afternoon)
practice
tomorrow?" he asked in a
hopeful tone.
When the coach indicated
that he would probably hold
an afternoon workout, Artis
shook Witt's hand gratefully.
"Oh thank you, thank you
coach," the delighted hurdler
beamed.
With the prospects of more
snow likely through February,
"regular" workouts for the
track team will continue to be
cause for thanks for weeks to
come.
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THERE'S ONLY ONE
MOTOR TREND
IMPORT CAR OF THE YEAR.

affl

5LT3J

WE GOT IT!
There are dozens of import cars to choose from
this year. But there's only one Motor Trend magazine Import Car of the Year. The all-new 1978 Toyota
Celica. Chosen from this year's finest imports as
the overall leader in automotive design, engineering, and quality of construction. If you're looking
for this year's best all-around import, look at Celica
first. Because the car of tomorrow is also the "Car
of the Year." Come in today and find out why.
Standard features you'd expect from the Import Car
of the Year:
• 2.2 liter SOHC engine
• 5-speed overdrive transmission
• Power-assisted front disc brakes
• Steel belted radial tires
• AM/FM radio
• Mag-type styled steel wheels
• Full instrumentation including electric tachometer
• MacPherson strut front suspension
• Cut pile wall-to-wall carpeting

McDonough Toyota
Route 250 bstStaunton Ua.

S6M2QI
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Women's track:

Coach pleased with depth
By DOUG STEARMAN
The women's track coach
Flossie Love is optimistic
about her team's upcoming
season.
"Although we have a
smaller team this year." Love
said "we have some depth in
events that we weren't deep in
last year."
Of the 14 runners on the
team, five are freshmen, and
seven are returning from last
year's squad. Junior Beverly
Morriss and senior Sandy
Bocock should lead the
Duchesses in the mile, 880 and
2-mile. Both are coming off

Dukes beat
Colonials

successful
cross-country
seasons.
Also participating in the
middle- and long-distance
events are junior Sheila Hart,
sophomore Donna Bush and
freshman Laurie Mowan.
Leading the sprint and
hurdle events are returning
runners sophomore Claudia
Cahill and junior Carol Bickmeyer.
Among
the
newcomers to the sprints will
be sophomore Terry Zirkle
(mile-relay) and freshmen
Desiree Middleton (440),
Stephanie Ruffin (milerelay), Jackie Dvork (milerelav) and Jean McClellan
(mile-relay).
Leading a very limited
field-event group will be
junior Cheryl Tonini in the
shot put, and sophomore

Bobbie Richardson in the high
jump and long jump.
This year offers the
Duchesses more major meets
than last year.
The only
major meet that the '77 team
ran was at the University of
Pittsburgh Invitational,
finishing sixth.
Love will have the
Duchesses preparing for the
AAU Masters at VMI and the
National Invitational meet at
the University of Missouri on
March 17-18, in addition to
eleven other meets.
"We will be stronger in the
sprints this year, and we'll
have more depth in the
middle- and long-distance
runs," says Love.
The Duchesses open at
the University of Tennessee
Invitational tomorrow. -

TSB1&
WMNING & EANCING/
vaj^S*

FREE
SPIRIT
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_Wed. -Sat. til 2 ai
29-33 S.Libert;

(Continued from Page 17)

with a 18-8 decision over the
Dukes' Ben Hatch. Hatch took
an early lead on a takedown,
but Lee got a reversal to tie
the score, 2-2.
Lee made two reversals
and a takedown by Hatch, to
take an 11-6 lead at the end of
the second period.
The GW wrestler aquired
two takedowns, a near fall and
riding time to expand his lead.
The lead changed hands for
the fifth time when JMU's
Scott Utegaard (167) scored a
decision over GW's Pete
Molnar, 20-4. The Dukes lead
16-13.
Bill Houser gave the
Colonials the lead once again,
19-16, by pinning JMU's Jim
Jones with 3:21 gone in their
177 weightclass match.
Eaton then returned the
lead to the Dukes for good.
"I'm pleased with our
performance," said head
coach Jim Prince.
"We
stayed aggressive throughout
the matcTT"

JCPenney

"Hou would you like to buy the
Brooklyn Bridge/"
"Do I get a second bridge free?"
-No."

60 DUKES

"Then forget it. I can get a better deal
at Pizza Inn."
- Hou's that?"

"At Pizza Inn, you can

buy one pizza.
Get one free"
■Oh. null).-"

MAI

"Yeah. Buy a pizza at the regular menu price
and get one of the next smaller size free."
Would you buy tbr bridge 1/ I put
amhtnies on it/"

vjr

Schlitz 12 oz. 6 pk. cans
$1.59
Coca-co fa 16 oz. 8 pk.
.99
.plus deposit
Gallo Wines- magnum
Chianti, Vin Rose, Rhine Garten
2.49
Yukon drinks
3 qts. for $1
A&P all meat franks
.89/lb.
A&P bologna
.99/lb.
.99
Florida oranges IS
.99
Tangerines 15
5 lbs. for $1
Bananas
A&P yogurt
3 for $1
Prices effective through Saturday,
Jan. 28 in Harrisonburg
Not responsible for typographical errors
«eecocoeooocecocco«c«ooe8eccc«eoc««o©s«c©a

Buy one pizza
get the next smaller size free
With this coupon buy any giant, large or medium
size thin crust pizza or any large size thick crust
pizza at the regular menu price and receive one
pizza of the next smaller size with equal number
of ingredients and the same type crust free.
Valid thru
Valuable Coupon — Present With Guest Check

..Pizza inn—
"\CfeVe got a feeling w
youre gonna like us."

1588 South Main
In front of Mick or AAack^

T

j

\vW BILLBflARDI

SHEER, STARK TERROR GRIPS YOU
IN UNDERWATER...

CREATURE
FROM THE

BLACK LAGOON
Terrifying monster of the ages
ip passions!
mortal enemy
beauty his prey!

FREE GLASSES SUPPLIED

SATURDAY MO
JAN. 28 "*ooPM
$1.00 WITH I.D.

\*

FORT LAUDERDALE
SPRING

BREAK

IN

FLORIDA

SAT. MARCH4- 9 fSfgMs
AT

The Seasons of Lauderdale
$219 QUAD ROOM
ALL TRANSFERS BETWEEN HOTEL AND AIRPORT
SPACE

LIMITED -RESERVE

NOW

reservation coupon
Clip & mail to: Turner Travel Service, 1029 S. High St., Harrisonburg,VA 2280]
Enclosed is my check for $50 deposit to secure my reservation on the Spring
Break in Fort Lauderdale Tour March 4 - 9, 1978. I understand that the
balance will be due by Feb. 10 -- and that my deposit will be refunded in
full if I should cancel by Feb. 10.
Name
Phone
Full Address
Will share room with (1)
727
TST
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: Turner Travel
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT Turner Travel Service
1029 South High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703) 433-2438
OR CONTACT: Jim Rayfield, J.M.U. Box L-35-- Campus Phone 433-6217
fffffffffffffffffffft't.
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Faculty members get grants

Two majors approved
(Continued from Page 1)

United States, of the interrelationships between the
agribusiness sector and other
sectors of the economy and of
the public policy toward
agribusiness.
This major, which would be
under the Department of
Management and Marketing,
should be initiated by September 1979.
Since the State Council of
Higher Education abolished
the degree in philosophy, the
Department of Philosophy and
Religion proposed to offer two
concentratlons--one in
philosophy and the other in
religion- under the combined
major of philosophy and
religion.
The proposed restructuring
of the philosophy and religion
major would consist of 36
semester hours, with 15 hours
of core requirements and 21

A group of faculty members has been awarded a
$12,000 grant from the
Virginia Foundation for the
Humanities and Public Policy
to produce a series of public
service radio programs in
cooperation with station
WMRA-FM
The purpose of the
programs is to "show the
relationship of the humanities
and social sciences to
questions of public policy,''
according to Dr. William
O'Meara of the philosophy
department, who co-directs
the program with Dr. James
Steele of the sociology
department.

hours from one of the two
concentrations.
The proposal to have two
concentrations is "not any
effort to have two majors
under the subterfuge of one."
said Dr John Sweigart, dean
of the School of Arts and
Sciences.
The change in the school
library media services
program, as proposed by the
Department of
Library
Science, would include a
change from six to eight credit
hours for the directed library
service course (EDUC 480).
and the addition of a three
credit
course-Clinical
techniques: School Library
media services.
Also, the commission endorsed the Student Government Association's plans to
contact students in "different
major programs in an attempt
to have special advisers in
each field of study.

Topics for the program
include the Bill of Rights.
women, senior citizens,
professional ethics and

President Ronald Carrier
presented pins to staff
members who have worked
here for five, ten, fifteen and
twenty years. Service pins
have been awarded annually

for the last six years.
Receiving an 20-year pin
was Homer Gooden, who
works in JMU's food services
operation.

There's
a solution but...

The series has been offered
at no charge to all public and
commercial radio stations in
Virginia and 77 have accepted
samples. "I expect about 40
stations will take the
programs," O'Meara said.
Other faculty members
involved in the program as
consultants, resource personnel and speakers include:
Dr. William Callahan, religion
and philosophy; Dr. Jack
Williams, sociology; Dr.
Henry Myers, history; Dr.

Birth
defects
are
forever.
Unless
you help.

March
of Dimes
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Including

\

Formats and Gowns

Fifteen year pins went to
AMce Ligget,
President
Carrier's secretary and to
Sue Ellen Baylor, music
department secretary.
Twenty JMU staff members received 10-year pins,
and 53 received five-year pins.

Hurry while

Read The Breeze
i

Patricia Anderson. English
Dr Sidney Bland, history; Di
James Butler, psychology
and Dr. Jacqueline Drivei
psychology.

HALF PRICE
JUNIOR SALE

Employees receive service awards
Seventy-six employees of
James Madison University
received
service pins
December 20 at the university's annual Employee
Service Awards luncheon.

animal rights. The programs
will be presented in either
commentary or "interview
format.
The programs which will be
produced between now and
Sept. 30 nave been designed to
be aired as 25 series of five
minute segments each.

the selection

NOTICE

Still Lasts

| ELIZABETH, formerly of Hair Power,
I is still cutting hair in Harrisonburg.
I Same phone number different
L |£Wt ionJBaj IJ^inoouXwhere^ _ _
v-.-

Fauls

iaB%^

Hall-yearly sale

up to
50% off

C0WT^3^>\SWA1I

Fauls 13 N. Court Sq. ,>&w<*wu>

FRIDAY & SATURDAY JAN. 27 & 28
Leather Britches
SUNDAY JAN. 29
Kenny Wilson and his Band of Renowned
MONDAY JAN. 30
North Star
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY FEB. 1 & 2
Buzz Band

UK
rob
New York Style

&.

PIZZA
50' OFF Any Pizza Pie
with coupon

THURSDAY & FRIDAY FEB. 3 & 4
Morgan White
SATURDAY FEB. 5
Kenny Wilson & Chris Bliss (juggling act)I?

SchlitzBeer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs. 11AAA-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat.
11AM-1AM
778 E. Market
Fast Carry Out
..(offer good thru Jan. Only)
V

Every Monday Night Customer Appreciation Night

f) Every Wednesday Night LADIES NIGHT
,

r
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DOONESBURY

Montana pot growers
take heart
(CPS)--Home pot growers, at
least those in Montana, may
have reason to take heart if
the case of a Missoula man
charged with growing 15
marijuana plants is successful
in court.
James Zander, 58, with the
help of the Montana chapter of
NORML
( National
Organization for the Reform
of Marijuana Laws), will ask
for dismissal of his charges on
grounds that the privacy act
of the state's constitution was
violated.
A similar case in Alaska
was successful, where it was
established that the state of
Alaska could not justify the
invasion of a person's privacy
for small amounts of
marijuana.
According to a report in the
Montana Kaimin, Missoula
County sheriff deputies entered Zander's house on Nov. 4
while responding to a call by
one of Zander's neighbors who
reported a man breaking into
Zander's house while he was
away.
While inside, deputies
noticed a light on in a closet.
Thinking the burglar could be

CONSIDERING YOUR. SIZABLE
LECTURE Fee, MID IN PART
BY CLASS DUES, CON YOU
THINK OF ANY REASON Wtl
sm SHOULDNTBe
.GROSSLY HSllHR

YOVRESTONED
TO THE 6ILLS!

inside, they searched the
closet, and instead found 15
marijuana plants which one
Region One Anti-Drug team
member called "the most
beautiful marijuana plants
I've seen in a long time."
A search warrant was
obtained and the plants were
confiscated. A copy of the
warrant was left behind.
Members of the drug team
visited the home several
times, but no one was there
On Nov. 29, Zander was finally
arrested at his home. He
posted a $1,000 bond and was
released from Missoula
County jail the same night.
Robert Campbell, who will
represent Zander and Montana NORML, said he doesn't
believe the state could prove
that a small amount of pot is
so dangerous that the state
has a compelling interest in
entering a private home to
make an arrest.
Campbell said "the atmosphere of the supreme
court is generally favorable"
for a privacy act challenge,
and cited recent court
opinions in cases regarding
the right of an officer to
search a person.

New position to expand
radio and TV releases
By KAREN HOBBS
A new public information
position, effective Dec. 16, is
enabling the expansion of
James Madison University
features and news releases to
local radio and television
stations.
Bruce Whiteaker, former
anchorman at KOSA-TV in
Odessa, Texas, now heads
radio and television services
at JMU as broadcast information officer for public
information.
The position involves
coordinating and producing
"Viewpoint," a bi-monthly
public affairs program on
WHSV-TV,
formerly
a
responsibility of Doug Hutton
in public information.
In addition, Whiteaker
produces "The JMU Special,"
a new half-hour show on
WVPT-TV. The special is a
result of the new position, and
promotes the university,
student life and faculty
projects.
"It gives the Valley a
chance to see what the
university
can
offer,"
Whiteaker said.
"The JMU Special" appears every fourth Monday at

ANY
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by Garry Trudeau
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PSST!
LOOK, I WAS HOPING
DUKE!
70 AVUD THE SUBJECT
MK
OF MOVERS TWO*,
MOM! /^-> / BUT.
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SEE
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THE BUDGET
is Due
TOOAi?

THATS RIGHT,
MR. Pftesipem.

BUT I HAVENT
HAD A CHANCE
TO Kice ANYTHING yen x
HAVEN'T EVEN
SON THIS YEARS
CATALOGUES!

L KNOW, SIH.
ICAUEDTHE
DEPARTMENT
SECRETARIES,
AND THEY'LL
BEBRIH&HG
THEM AMMO

/ TODAY.

THIS/S THE FIRST
ISSUE, MR. PRESIDENT! I
HAD THE PENTAGON SEND
IT OVER AS SOON AS IT
CAME OFF THE PRESSES!

'yr

K \

*2MILU0N
YES, SIR. BUT
FORACRWSE MY HARDWARE
MISSLE'ARE EXPERTS TELL ME
THEYSERJITS ACTUALLY AN
OUS, HAROLD? EXCELLENT BUY!

\

/. ..,

HAD A CHANCE
YES.SIR.
TO BROWSE
THERE'S ONE
THROUGH THE
INITIATIVE
\ STATE DEPART- HBREINPAR: MENT CATA TICUAR WE'D
LOGUE YET,
LIKE YOU TO
ZBI66Y?
CONSIDER..

J/^'
I

|
\
■

ZBtGSY.IVE

STUDIED STATE'S NEW
CATALOGUE PRETTY CLOSELY,
AND I'M BEGINNING TO
FAVOR WCIR TRADITIONAL OFFERINGS..
-A

YK.SIR'.
SECRETARY
BROWNS ALREADY HERE
TLL SEND
HIM IN..

ueu,mL
THEM V HUM!
I DON'T KNOW
H0WWE6OTS0
AM BEHIND!

\

/

W..UAITA
MINUTE. I
D0N7 THINK
I'M UP TO
STARTING

HEY! THERE'S
ASPREADHERE
ONTHEB-I
-x. BOMBER!

UH..
THERE
1ST

wLPnsum
HAYET.GOT
AUBAPONS
SYSTEMFOR

you!

mH..\

/

HMM..ITSA VERY

/ HANDSOME CATALOGUE,
HAROLD. DIE NEVER SEEN
MILITARY HARPUARE SO
TASTEFULLY DISPLAYED..

TT CANT BE,
SIR. THERESA

HAROLD,
THIS IS

CRUSE MlSSLE
SUPPLEMENT.
MAYBE ITS A
CLOSE-OUT.

LAST YEAR'S
CATALOGUE:

/

i

7:30 p.m. on WVPT-TV. This
month's feature will focus on
JMU's effect on the
Harrisonburg economy.
Another aspect of the new
position is issuing news announcements to state radio
and television stations. The
university can now issue
voice-overs and video tapes to
10 local radio stations and the
two local television stations.
Also, the future possibility
for sending releases outside
the local area is good,
Whiteaker said. Currently,
there is a problem with
available facilities; only one
cassette can be sent to one
station at a time, thereby
losing the timeliness of
reports.
Whiteaker hopes "to
develop on a large scale" an
extension of releases to other
stations throughout the state.
He said plans are in the
"tentative stage" for such
development by next year.
For the present, however,
Whiteaker is working to
"ideally" release two radio
and television announcements
each week, in addition to
"Viewpoint" and "The JMU
Special" on local TV stations.

■•

ALSO, IT COMES Wim ALL
SORJS OF ACCESSORIES! WING
COLHER, DEPLOYMENT CART
AND YOUR CHOICE OF NAVY
OR AIR FORCE CUSTOMIZING .
A DECALS!
/
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P""
miMtr

DUMMY WARHEADS, STROVE

BAD WHAT V*™™
2?ffi£ PRACTICE CRUISES
*/7«%? THE PENTAGONS
\

„• / THEM'

DELUXE NORTH-SOUTH DIALOGUE.
COMPREHENSIVE; READY-TD-IMPLEMENT F0REI6N POLICY, FOR
USE IN DEALING WITH NEWLY
EMERGING NATIONS FROM THE
THIRP AND FOURTH WORLDS."

COMES FVUY CXDSS-REFERENCED
WITH EXISTING EAST-WEST POLICIES
COMPLETE WITH COLOR-CODED
CONTINGENCY PAPERS, AND A
TOPOGRAPHICAL ATLAS OF THE
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE."

LISTEN TO THIS
ONE.'QUIDPRO
QUO: A POLICY
OF LINKAGE WITH
THE SOVIET UNION.
A PROVEN VOTEGETTER, THIS.."

ALLRJ6HT, HOW UNWORKABLE
ABOUT THIS ONE!" ANACHRON"NEO-ISOLATIONISM: ISTIC!NOT
FIRST PIONEERED RESPONSIVE
DURINGDC HARD- TOTHENEW
ING YEARS, THIS
FINE FOLIO'S.." AL ORDER1
\

IT5S0H-0F-

oemre.SR!
WITH ALL DUE
RESPEU.WE
NEED SOMETHING MORE
CREDIBLE1

/
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AND THEY'RE
REALLY ONLY
THREE FOR

*SOO,0O0*

YES.SIR.
THEYMAKE
GREAT
STOCKING
STUTTERS.

\

I'LL TAKE
PIPTY.

OKAY. SHALL
IHAVETHEM
BILL THE NSC
DIRECTLY?

yOU REALLY
TTSNOT
HAVEYOURHEART THATMUCH
SET ON A GLOBAL MORE EXVISION, DONY
PENSIVE,
Y0U,ZBIG6Y?
SIR..
t
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CLASSIFIEDS
For sale
DOUBLE
KEYBOARD
FARF1SA ORGAN. Leslie
amplifier No. 825. In great
condition. $800 for organ. $350
for amp., or best offer. Call
Jann. 434-6423
TOP BRAND NAME AUDIO
EQUIPMENT: At rock bottom prices. Also, brand name
calculators, televisions, car
stereos and C.B. radios. Call
for a price quote. 433-9440 (off
campus). Ask for Mike.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS:
Save on brand name, hard
and soft lens supplies. Send
for free illustrated catalog.
Contact Lens Supplies, Box
7453, Phoenix. Arizona 85011.
.'.*

STEREO FOR SALE:
Kenwood receiver, $350;
Heritage loudspeakers, $375;
BSR turntable, $100. As a set,
$750. All in excellent condition. Call Howard at 4340845.
IRISH SETTER PUPPIES:
AKC, dark red, 8 weeks old.
$45. Call 433-4333.
MRS. DORIS ESP, PALM
READER AND ADVISER ON
ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE:
There is no problem so big
that she cannot solve. Mrs.
Doris is located on Main
Street just two doors north of
the firehouse in New Market,
Va. For further information,
call 740-8798. Special for JMU
students: full life reading for
$2.
8-TRACKS: ZZTop, Crosby.
Stills. Nash & Young;
Chicago; Jim Croce; Jefferson Starship; and others.
Will sell cheap. Call Roy at
4418.
RACQUETBALL SPECIAL:
This week only, restringing $4,
regripping $2 Call Owen
Thomas at 4516.
DO YOU NEED HELP
MOVING? Will do light
hauling with \ ton pick-up
truck at reasonable rates. Call
828-2012. Kim.
FOR SALE: Small Pioneer
AM-FM stereo receiver.
Brand new transistors, fuses,
everything. Also, BSR McDonald 310 axe turntable.
Both in excellent condition.
Call Tom at 5464
TYPING SERVICE:
Craig. 433-1868.

-For rent
APARTMENT TO SUBLET
IN SQUIRE HILL: Ready
anytime. Call 434-6202.
FOR RENT: Large private
rooms, kitchen facilities
Ideal location. Located at 325
Liberty St. and 70 Broad St.
Reasonable rates. Utilities
included Call 234-8247

Wanted
WANTED: To buy a used
refrigerator. Call 433-5630, on
campus.
ANY STUDENT with ideas for
possible new programs or
innovative curriculum for
JMU should submit them in
writing to P.O. Box M-41 or
contact the deans of their
respective schools by noon,
Feb. l.i

Activities
BEAUTY CONTEST: To be
held March 17.
Girls interested in winning $100, $50 or
$25 call Pete at 5518 or Bill at
5410 for more information.

MISS BOSTON-BORN: I'm SO
glad you like magnolia
blossoms and moonlight! So
do I. Maybe we're hopeless
romantics. And maybe we're
not.A Virginia squire.

TO DEB: "I can't take it
anvmore!" but "I owe you a
lot! "No matter what happens
this week, remember I gave
you all I had. To me, it was
worth it. Thanks for the break
Love, Harry.
TO THE KINKY BUNCH AT
LUNCH: Next time I get the
munchies I'll know who to
*all. To hell with Donut King
The chew card.
S.K.C. OF THE N.A.F.P.W.:
Next time we get buzzed at the
S.U. the stakes will be
higher... N.M.
DIRECTOR: Thanks for
picking me out of the snow
drift. Hope I haven't let you
down. Now we can be all
smiles. HANDY-HANDY
NOTE-TAKER.
ANXIOUSLY
AWAITING:
I've heard Tahiti is great this
time of the year. My curiosity
is aroused, but your identities
are still a mystery. Hope to
hear from you soon. Edward.
MR. NICE GUY: You may be
able to teach Backgammon
moves, but you need to learn
how to make some moves of
your own. I'm waiting, but I
guess good fir Is finish last.
Signed, a good girl.

MONOPOLY PARTNER: The
Torontofotos are great.
Thanks again. U.K.
TO THE DUCKETTS AND
PEP BAND: You make my
job easy. Thanks for the
support. Susie.
TAMINY: Have you completely lost your senses? It's
nothing but an "Empty
Cradle"-today and tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in the Wampler
Experimental Theatre.
GO WAHOOS: Dump Duke
and back the pack down the
ACC. Thank you Jeff Lamp for
25 against Tech. Dr J and
Ratchet.
MAX BEWARE! Chief says
CHAOS
spies
are
everywhere, (that means be
good, Jay). "99"
HARRY CRAMER: Who said
jocks couldn't act? You think
you're nervous-just more
competition for me! The
cradle is empty, but the
audience rocks!
"THE
ASS'T"
(NOTE-MAKER)
FAIR BONNIE OF YORK:
What happened to you, I'm
still saving your seat from
Friday night, expecting you to
return. Let me know jf I'm
supposed to keep your seat
warm. New York partyer.
SKIBUNNY:You light up my
slopes I hope to see snow
much more of you. Teach me
skiing and I'll give disco
lessons. Disco Duck.
TRINA,
TRIP,
MARY
DOREEN. PAM STEVE.
KAREN, JAYNE, CURTIS.
KIM. WARNER: Love you all.
Thanks for giving your all. It's
been an experience Robert.
•NOOK: and in the end. the
love you take is equal to the
love you make. The scales of
giving definitely lean in your
direction-you are worth your
weight in gems, xoxoxo, T.

•

oved one or 'secret sweetie

know that

personal

TRISH: Know any good
secrets ? I'm not going to tell,
if you don't. Thursday was
super, I can't wait for
Saturday morning. Don't
worry, I won't charge you.
Sincerely yours.

FROM THE GUYS IN GIFFORD TO ALL OUR GIRLS:
105, T.P., 10.6, Moe, Larry,
Curly, Grand Funk, Farrah,
Seven 'n' seven. Go for it,
Midway runners. Space cadet.
Good guys 1, 2, and 3. and The
Crum-hoping you had a
productive holiday season.

FOR A GOOD TIME call
Debbie. 6504.

FOR SALE:
Fender 50
Bassman Amp. Two fifteeninch speakers, two years old,
like new condition.
The
chance of a lifetime, a really
good deal. Call Dwayne at
6127 or write Box 4013.

TO TAMINY: I love you. I
know you find that hard to
believe after the way I've
treated you...I owe you a
lot...I don't want to hurt you;
remember that no matter
what happens! Love, Harry.

TO BOBBY: One day you are
gonna rub the pie in somebody
else's face for awhile--and I
hope it's soon. Keep the L.G.
letters coming all this weekI'm gonna need them. Thanks
for all you've done for Harry!
But, don't treat Lisa the way
Cathy treats you.

LOST: 1978 Madison College
class ring, between Sigma Nu
house and Godwin Hall. If
found, call Bob at 5428.
Reward offered.

Let

Personal

COACH
ERNIE
"BEERGUT": Where is the
beer? Took it for yourself?
The Dukes belong in Division
17. 56-41? Who are Baptist
and Roanoke? Forget it. Exsupporter.

Lost

T.T.W.: Liquidation is often
good for eradication...as long
as it does not become habit
forming.
GROUPIES: Johnny Porazzo
lives! Thanks for the card, but
autographs aren't enough.
Make your faces known to the
rest of the world. A fellow
groupie.

K.A.C.: I can't thank you
enough for being so honest,
understanding and fun.
Better? I can't wait! Love,
Arms.

WANTED: Three females
seen breaking into Chandler
Hall room. Warning-armed
with nighties and one white
slip. Remember, one to the top
bunk.

R.

Ten Dollar
Reward
for recovery of
Flexible Flyer
Sled lost Jan.
20, Friday night
at Nurse's Hill.
Call 433-5202
after 4 p.m.

JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
foreign.
No experience
required. Excellent ' pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3 for
information. Seafax, Dept. L2, Box 2049, Port Angles,
Wash. 98362.

CAMPUS LIFE IS BETTER:
Housing contract for sale.
Call now for better choice of
dorm space. Contact Beth at
4373 or Box 3867.
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